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The Truth Revolution: Part 1
So much goes into philosophy and politics and sociology that it is difficult to choose where to 

begin. I guess I would like to start by saying that this book is a collection of ideas for ways to improve 
nations in general. It seems like with all the debates in the media people have forgotten the real issues 
at hand.

Our enemy is not capitalism or communism or industrialists or religions or terrorists. When we 
get down to it, there are only 2 real enemies: 1) A bad system, and; 2) Bad people controlling a bad 
system. If we arrested political puppet after political puppet, even puppet master after puppet master, 
none of it would solve our problems unless we first took out the system which is responsible for all the 
corruption and destruction.

When we look at civilizations throughout history, it is easy to see that finding a good national 
policy can be just as challenging as applying it. The problem is that we have so many people working 
to create contradictory outcomes that nothing ever winds up getting done. How can we uphold the 
freedom of expression for billions of people though without using force to ensure unity?

Remember, the system needs to be controlled a lot more than the individuals. If the system is 
strong then only a revolution will be able to change it; if it is weak then chaos will ensue.

The purpose of a national policy is to support the people living within that nation. The intention 
is not to protect people from every risk imaginable, it is simply to give the most people the most 
opportunities in life to be successful. But life will never be guaranteed for tomorrow, no matter how 
rich or poor you are, how many friends or how few enemies you have, no matter if you are an old man 
or a 9-year old child, anybody can die at any moment and no government can save you from death.

What is government first of all? Government is the name we give to the people who are in 
control of deciding national policy. National policy is just the collective of official and unofficial laws 
because the only thing the law does is state what shall or shall not be done.

So we have national policies, but what about state or local policy, or even international? How 
can we get all of the people making all of the laws to agree upon something which benefits everybody? 
This is an interesting question because do we want a system which rewards work relatively equally or 
one which makes it easy for criminals to run free? What if we could create a system which offered 
great opportunities and from poverty to anybody and everybody? Even this much alone would be a 
huge victory for humanity.

Let's begin with the topic of money because history has shown that economic factors can affect 
nations as much as political ones. Oftentimes a single set of “elite” arise who control large amounts of 
both power and wealth. The sad part is that for generation after generation the masses continue to 
remain blind to the systems which enslave them as well as to the truths which can free them. Just as 
blacks in the south were kept from being educated, so too are American slaves today being kept under-
educated so that a peaceful revolution becomes more and more difficult.

The main driver behind crime is money because our systems require us to obtain more of it as 
an illusion of comfort and success. The difference between no money and control of money is a dirty 
homeless shelter and private mansions across the globe. Still, the majority of the population has no idea 
as to even the simplest concepts of money.

Millionaire movie starts and celebrity presidents are not wealthy in the sense of possessing any 
real power. They may live a highly luxurious lifestyle, but that is about as much as their money can buy 



them. Men with real money buy the politicians, make all the laws, start illegal wars, fund human 
trafficking across the world, throw huge amounts of toxic chemicals in our water, and at the end of the 
day laugh because 5% of people even know their names.

Media has us arguing over bullshit and running from the boogie man while the military-
industrial complex is busy bombing children and running the drugs which end up in the hands of gun-
shooting ghetto gang bangers. The Illuminati have us paying taxes to support everything from torture 
camps to kidnapping rings. They record everything we say, every item we buy, every action is tracked, 
every reaction monitored. While the slaves work, computers are busy storing and sorting data for future 
use should any of it ever be needed.

But why should we fear being watched unless we are doing anything wrong? That's a dumb 
questions; you might as well be asking why you should be concerned when evil people with evil 
desires are trying to spy on you literally every moment of every day. What can we do about it though? 
Anybody with power either does not use it well or gets assassinated for trying to create peace.

Only an educated population can create and maintain any sort of advanced civilization. This is 
because every nation consists of many individuals and every individual is limited to the knowledge 
they have acquired through education. There is, however, a distinct difference between education and 
schooling; education includes all learning, while schooling is only learning what somebody else wants 
you to learn.

If we are to be successful as a civilization, especially a highly-advanced one, then a statistically 
educated is a must. The people must be well-versed in a wide variety of things, from health, to politics, 
to philosophy, to art, to the simple ability to learn and think. One great individual may not make the 
nation great, but if millions of great people live and work within a nation then that nation is sure to be 
great as well.

What exactly makes a great nation great though? Is it money, resources, poverty rates, military 
might, or is success determined by overall well-being? Well if the satisfaction and happiness levels of 
citizens determines success then how can the USA possibly be number 1? America has a culture which 
revolves around vice and using vices to foolishly try to solve the problems caused by vice in the first 
place. Such a lifestyle and mindset will always result in problems and suffering. So if we have a 
culture, especially a youth culture, which revolves around ignorance and immorality then how could we 
possibly call ourselves the most advanced country ever? Sure, we may have the strongest military in 
the world when it comes to technology, but all this shows is how much money and resources goes 
towards destruction when it should be used to funding more intelligent pursuits such as education and 
environmental restoration projects. Instead, trillions of dollars of tax money goes directly into the hands 
of criminals who use it for everything from assassinations to hostile takeovers to genocide to war. Yet 
there remains a huge community of Americans who still believe that we are the best nation in history.

I know of few things more damaging to a civilization that a populace which believes itself to be 
a patriotic and powerful when in reality it is diseased and rotting from the inside out. Systemic failure 
becomes inevitable when vice and waste lay at the foundation of the lifestyles of both leaders and 
followers. Then, rather than conserving resources for wise applications, people choose to throw it all 
away on temporary sensations of illusionary happiness.

The war in the middle east has already consumed more funds than would have been needed to 
educate every American from birth to death, yet we cheer when the news tells us that “anti-terror” 
operations are being expanded and more money devoted to the sole cause of eugenics and genocide. In 
truth though, the evils of the herd which guides the herd. 

Discrimination and prejudices have been a constant all throughout history. From racism, to 
sexism, to jealousy, to greediness, there has never existed a world power whose underlying mentality 
and philosophies have not consisted of hatred and a lust for power. It is the people who make up the 
nation, not just the rulers. If the people choose to turn a blind eye to the evils which exist all around 
them then those same evils will soon grow and consume everything they touch. We can see this all over 



our American society today; from the propaganda shown on the TV, to the “ghetto-mentality” of poor 
minorities and rich white boys, to college students who spend more time partying than studying, to 
soldiers who kill in the name of peace, to peace officers who have turned into violent police.

It was not too long ago when this nation was the world leader of political philosophies and 
product innovation, but those days seem to have quickly faded. Now, instead of freedoms and liberties, 
we have tyrants and slavery. We no longer stand as the leaders of education and innovation, the 
majority of our population lives in a state of perpetual debt, we elect men who vote to rob us of all we 
have, most of our taxes goes to supporting illegal wars, and at the end of the day nobody seems to 
know what to do about it.

The problem is the system, but before the people can change the system for the better they must 
change themselves for the better. The system can cause so much destruction because the people speed 
up the process by choosing to destroy themselves. From their sinful and vice-filled lives, to choosing to 
consume every kind of poison, to the money they willingly give to the enemy, to the absolute apathy 
they show towards their health and that of their family's, it is easy to see how they support the system 
which seeks only to kill them. If we want to get rid of this toxic system, we must first eliminate our 
toxic actions and thoughts which poison us with every passing hour of every passing day.

The system is designed to ruin our health because only a healthy population has the energy, 
strength, and intelligence needed to successfully resist tyranny and slavery. By choosing to hurt 
ourselves we make the job of the system much easier. We can justify our actions in an infinite amount 
of ways, but at the end of the day the facts remain the same. With every evil though and with every evil 
action, we support the evil system which seeks to spread evil and hate. If we want a better system, we 
must first work to make ourselves a better and more virtuous people. If we can not even improve our 
own lives and selves then how can we possibly expect to improve an entire nation, yet alone the world?

Most people honestly do want to improve themselves, in one way or another. The problem is 
that most people don't actually know how to do this. Maybe they have some basic ideas, but without a 
real understanding of the problem they will never be able to apply truthful solutions. People turn to 
answers from lots of places, from counselors, to the news and doctors on TV, to less-than-helpful books 
and magazines, to friends and family members who themselves have no idea how to solve their 
problems.

Philosophers throughout history may provide us with good solutions, but usually their writings 
are either too basic or cryptic to be of any real use to the average person. I have spend a fair amount of 
time studying philosophy and quotes, and they have provided me with a solid foundation upon which 
the rest of my life has been built. I have gone from angry and depressed to loving and happy. I began 
my life with lots of problems, but over time I have managed to find and apply many solutions. I can not 
teach you everything, nor can I truly give you anything, but if you are passionate about improving and 
if you are willing to follow my advice, then there is not one doubt in my mind that you can be 
successful. No matter how low you may be, you can always climb higher. No matter how bad your 
past, you can always work to create a good future.

The number one piece of advice I can give you is to pay very close attention to the food you 
choose to consume because if you eat only pure things then your body and mind will also be pure, but 
if your food is toxic then you will be as well. Now, when I say to watch your “food,” I do not only 
mean physical food, but mental food also. Our physical body requires physically healthy food to be 
healthy, but our mind also needs healthy food in the form of education to be healthy.

If the things we learn are toxic in nature then the thoughts we think will likewise be toxic by 
nature. If everything you do is one big series of hate and violence and sex and drugs and vice and waste 
then don't be surprised when you find yourself depressed. Whether these things come from your 
personal life, the lives of the people you spend your time with, the TV or movies you watch, the music 
you listen to, the video games you play, or even the things you read, it does not change the fact that the 
things you see and hear are negative and the longer you are exposed to negative things that the more 



negatively your mind will be influenced. If you want to be positively influenced then you must 
surround yourself with positive things and positive people. Yo will always think about the things 
around you so if those things are negative then your thoughts will also be negative. Sometimes it may 
seem difficult or even impossible to remove yourself from and environment filled with negative things, 
but trust me when I say that the real work can not even really begin until after you first get rid of the 
negative influences pulling you down. You don't necessarily have to get rid of every bad thing around 
you, but at least reach the point where you can honestly say they do not distract you from the positive 
things you should be focusing on. “Out of sight, out of mind” is a good rule here.

Moving on, the next thing you must do (Note: Improvement is more like an interconnect web 
than a sequential line.) is figure out where you are currently at and where you are currently at and 
where you want to be at. This can refer to anything from health, to jobs, to education, to relationships, 
to skills, to mindset, to whatever. Just look at your life from an honest perspective in addition to where 
you want to be at. Be sure to write this, and many other things, down on paper because anything you 
don't write down will quickly be forgotten (even the act of just writing stuff down will help you 
remember it). 

Once you have your list of negatives, positives, and goals finished (you can always add more 
later), it is time to design some kind of plan that can not only help you reach your goals, but also one 
which you can realistically see yourself sticking to. Don't worry though if you don't completely stick to 
your plan because chances are that it will take many tries before you find a plan that works for you. 
Just try to do your best and you should see at least some progress with every passing plan. Like I said, 
it will take many tries before you can actually consistently follow through on your plans. Just take it 
easy at first so you can get yourself into the habit of daily actions and this will help you to stay a lot 
more motivated as well when you see that you can actually do something productive day after day. 
Remember, progress is a process, but the process only takes as long as you make it take.

So that is the absolute most basic guide for improvement. Look at where you are, figure out 
where you want to be, make a plan to get from point A to point B, follow the plan, and make changes to 
the plan as you feel necessary. If you are dedicated enough then you will put forth enough effort for a 
long enough time to finally succeed. However, seeing as more information makes it easier for most 
people, I will provide some additional tips to help you move along your journey faster.

First off, we must accept the fact that we are responsible for our own problems and we must be 
responsible when it comes to solving them. If you can get a group together in hopes of helping each 
other, great, but there will always be times when we are alone and if we have only been working with 
others then it will be harder to stay focused and motivated when we are alone by ourselves. However, if 
you can stay productive by yourself then it will be much easier when you are actually working with 
others. It is the same concept with relationships; if you are happy by yourself then you will be even 
happier in a  relationship, but if you feel miserable alone then no relationship can help you because you 
will be seeking love from others when you must first find it within yourself. Do not go out expecting 
stuff from others, go out with the intention of giving to others and if they happen to give you something 
in return then it will only amplify the happiness you receive from knowing you made someone elses 
life a bit nicer that day.

Secondly, the rewards we get are directly based on the efforts we give. Most people don't give 
more than they have to and, as a result, most people don't get more than they could have gotten. The 
value of hard work is one of those things we all got taught as kids, but few of us actually learned. It 
took me a while to learn as well. Basically though, all good things are earned through work; if we don't 
work then we don't earn anything, but the more we work that the more we earn as well. This applies to 
our jobs, but it applies even more to our personal lives. Work hard on your body and your body gets 
stronger; work hard on your mind and your mind gets stronger; work hard on your relationships and 
your relationships get stronger. What happens though if we get lazy and take the easy way out over and 
over again? Then our work doesn't get done, our body gets weak, our mind diminishes, our 



relationships fall apart, and at the end of it all we feel terrible because we don't have all that much 
going for us that we consider important; but we will always have exactly what we earned. Maybe bad 
things happen to us which are beyond our control, but the things we have that are good will always be a 
result of ourselves.

Third, we must learn to find creative solutions for our problems. We don't really need to come 
up with brand new solutions, usually finding and applying the creative solutions of other people is 
enough. So many people throughout history have come up with amazing ideas and if we just use their 
ideas for a while then that is usually enough to get us to where we want to go. Then we can use their 
ideas as a foundation upon which we can create our own.

Fourth, acquire a passion for learning.  Most of us are born with this, but lose it along the way 
for one reason or another. Without it though, we will never become as great as we could otherwise. 
Work is necessary for all good things, but wisdom allows us to produce better results with less effort. 
For instance, I could work out every single day, but if I also eat junk food every single day then I could 
work out until I pass out and I would still not reach the results I am looking for. However, if I combine 
eating healthy with living healthy then I will produce far better results, with far less effort, in a much 
shorter period of time. This knowledge had to be acquired through learning and people who are most 
passionate about learning will learn the most valuable information as well. 

Fourth, find something worth dedicating your life for and do it. Most people waste their entire 
childhood because they have no idea what they want to do with their lives. Even many adults have this 
problem. It's a big work and most places are either oceans or not worth staying at; if we just hope to 
stumble upon the top of Mt. Everest then we are likely to drown instead. Just look at how many people 
go to college more than once because the first time they went they had no real idea as to what they 
actually wanted to do with their lives. Meanwhile, the kid who dedicated his childhood years to owning 
his own business is now a millionaire, while you're busy getting yourself into debt going to college for 
the second time. It doesn't take 10 or 20 years to reach your destination, but it does require you to have 
a destination in mind so you can make sure you are actually going in the right direction.

Our nations are in the state they are in today because the people had no idea where they really 
wanted to go and the rulers did. For hundreds of years, we the people have been led to one disaster after 
another. From the Civil War, to World War 1, to the Great Depression, to World War 2, to Vietnam, to 
multiple wars in the middle east, to the Greatest Depression we are just now entering and the Next 
World War we are sure to witness in the coming years; it is clear to see that the masses will always 
suffer when they follow the course which evil rulers set out for them instead of following their own 
course and their own destinies.

Most people prefer to stay out of politics. Some people don't care enough to study the topic, 
some people don't think politics matter, and some people don't believe involvement in politics to be 
worth their time because they have little faith that they can make a significant difference. The result of 
all these things put together is that 90% of the people remain almost entirely ignorant towards political 
truth, 5% of people follow politics without actually devoting enough time to separate fact from fiction, 
4% of people try to use their political knowledge for their own selfish desires, and only 1% of people 
possess both political truth and the good intentions needed to create change for the better. 

To be honest, most people would take more interest in political matters if truthful information 
were as easy to come by as are lies. Unfortunately, the majority of the American population receives 
their information from some mainstream media outlet which presents neither information with any 
level of accuracy nor does it present information in an exciting manner. The goal of the mainstream 
media is to support it's corporate controllers and thus it makes perfect sense that the TV news keeps 
political discussions as boring and inaccurate as possible because this way the viewer either pays no 
attention to political realities, or if they do tune in to political debates they receive nothing but lies from 
both sides. 

In the United States today, there exists two main political parties. We have the Democratic party 



on one side, and we have the Republican party on the other side. There may be 2 parties, but in reality 
they are both controlled by the same people. Politicians are not elected by the people, they are decided 
upon by the elite with all the money. They (the elite) find a handful of acceptable candidates, assign 
them a political party, fund their political campaigns, and then at the end of the day the votes we cast 
don't matter because they count the votes. This is exactly why we must take an active interest in 
politics, because if we settle for doing the bare minimum then we will quickly receive exactly what we 
earned.

We must work for freedom. If we do not, then those who seek tyranny will always make it a 
reality. It is much easier to create tyranny because it takes absolutely no effort on the part of the people. 
All we have to do is sit back and let the rulers do all the work. Of course, the rulers only work hard to 
help themselves. So while the sheep waste away their days, the shepherds are busy planning out the 
slaughter. This is the way it has always been, and until the followers pay any real attention to what the 
leaders are doing it will always stay this way.

There is literally a war going on, but most people have no idea it even exists. This war has been 
going on for many years. The rulers have changed, the followers have changes, the strategies have 
changed, and the tactics have changed. The objectives, on the other hand, have remained much the 
same. The goal is control; control of people, control of resources, control of the world. Tyrants 
throughout history have pursued these goals, but all have found death before success. This is probably a 
trend which will continue, but this does not mean that we are safe from evil or that we can hold onto 
something as elusive as freedom without even trying. 

As I write this, in the fall of 2012, the world is at a crossroads. Our 3 options are total tyranny, 
total freedom, or total chaos. I do not know which one we will end up with, but I know that our 
decisions today affect where we will be tomorrow. All 3 paths consist of many difficulties, but it is 
where they lead that is most important. The roads to chaos and tyranny both consist of a painful 
journey leading to a painful destination, but the road to freedom consists of a painful journey leading 
up to a pleasureful destination. There is always the possibility of dying before reaching the destination, 
but anybody who is willing to let that stop them might as well just quit now because the roads only 
grow harder the farther you go.

We are at war, but most of us are ignorant to this fact. Our minds and bodies are under attack 
24/7 and no matter how much we ignore this truth it still will not change. Only when we wake up and 
start defending ourselves will we be able to save ourselves.

The world can be a scary place, but it has been this way since at least ancient Egypt. Open any 
bible you want to and it will be filled with historical accounts of mass murder and evil rulers who 
sought to enslave humanity. This was the case with the pharaohs, with the emperors, with almost every 
ruler from every nation in history. 

The truth may be scary, but we must not run from it. When we attempt to hide from a reality 
which exists all around us, we only cause problems for ourselves and others. For thousands of years, 
people have done nothing but watch as masses of innocent people got tortured, enslaved, imprisoned, 
and murdered. It happened with Nazi Germany just a few generations ago and it is happening, as you 
read these words, in nations all over the world. The holocaust was a genocide at it's core and genocide 
is being committed right now by people who we believe want to help us. Our rulers tell us that they 
support peace and freedom, but that is a complete lie.

Our rulers do not want us to be free, they want us to obey them and their rules. If you don't 
believe me, disobey some laws and you will see just how much freedom you are given by those with 
authority over you. I have heard people ask many times why the holocaust was allowed to happen in 
the first place, but the answer is simple if you accept it for what it is. People try to hide from scary 
situations because they fear death and pain. Their conscious and subconscious minds will go through 
every trick in the book in a foolish attempt to turn a scary reality into a comfortable lie. Well, what in 
this world is scarier than the fact that the men ruling us want to kill us by any means necessary? Try to 



think about that for a minute. 
Most people fear pain and death, but even most people who claim to be religious give little real 

thought to heaven or hell. No pain on earth, no matter how great, even comes close to the pain 
experienced in true hell. Again we see just how quickly people try to push scary thoughts out of their 
mind. Countless people go to church on Sunday (not even the actual day of the Sabbath) and then go 
right back to living in sin without any intentions of truly repenting. Hell, just look at how many people 
worship a false idol they call “Jesus” by praying to a god that doesn't exist and wearing a false symbol 
around their necks. Look at how many people have pictures of this false god in their churches and in 
their homes. It is the image of the beast, just as all symbols of false gods are, and the very first 
commandment commands us to have no gods before YHWH.

My intention in writing this book is not to convince you that your religion is a lie (though I will 
tell you straight to your face that your religion is false, without even being told what it is, because all 
religions are false religions), but the purpose of this book is to spread truth and spiritual truth directly 
or indirectly relates to every other truth, so I will discuss this topic a bit longer. Please don't let your 
religion get in the way of keeping an open mind as you read further. 

Regardless of what you choose to believe, the Holy Bible contains much wisdom capable of 
improving your life if you actually apply it. I'm not going to cite individual verses because you can 
randomly open to a few pages and find enough wisdom to write a whole book about, but studying the 
Bible is definitely worth your time if you seek truth. The Bible tells us to turn away from every evil and 
spread righteousness. If more people did this then we would not be in the situation we are in today. 

Look at the world or look at yourself and every major problem can be traced back to sins of one 
kind or another. Most people live in the moment and pay little attention to what the results of their 
decisions will be. Countless people waste away their days practicing evil ways and then wonder why 
they live in misery. Happiness and wickedness simply do not go together. Most people do whatever 
they want to and have themselves as their top priority. They don't care about hard work and would 
rather try to get by with the bare minimum than put in real effort as long as they see an easy way out. 
They would rather steal from others than sacrifice things that actually belong to them. They would 
rather place blame on other people than accept responsibility for their own behavior. They would rather 
avoid any problems they have than try to solve them. They would rather accept lies than dedicate 
themselves to seeking truth and wisdom. 

If you choose to live in sin and vice, fine, there is nothing I can say or do to change your 
decision. For those of you who do want to become better than you currently are, please realize that all 
good things require good actions. All bad actions are the result of bad thoughts and all bad thoughts 
result in feeling bad as well. Perhaps we should stop resenting the 10 commandments and start 
realizing that the Holy Bible provides us with wisdom which can bring us true prosperity if we actually 
live by the teachings.

We are always responsible for our own lives. We choose what we do and we create our own 
results. This is the way it has always been and it will be this way until we die. We can choose to live a 
good life or a bad life, but we only get one life and one chance to get things right. This is your life, and 
every moment could be your last.



The Truth Revolution: Part 2
This book is for the revolutionaries and seekers of truth. I write this in hopes that a few 

dedicated individuals will build upon my ideas and create a civilization greater than every other to have 
ever existed. I do not know what the future holds, but I know that we must stand up for freedom if we 
want to have a world worth living in. We are running out of time, but we can still save ourselves if we 
work hard enough. 

We are in this situation because too many people have been doing too little for too long. We 
didn't want to pay attention to what our political (and economic) rulers were doing and now we finally 
see that they have been planning our genocide while we were busy buying their poisons. They gave us 
entertainment and we gave up everything. Now we are left with the problems we created.

I wish I could say that fixing things will be easy, but the fact is that we dug ourselves deep and 
it will take some real effort to get ourselves out of this hole. Regardless of what we do, there lies a hard 
road before us. There is no use in trying to run from the pain because it will follow us until the day we 
die. We will all have to deal with pain, but the more important question is who will have pleasure as 
well. The answer is simple. Whoever works for freedom will find the most pleasure, but those who try 
hiding from tyranny will eventually live as slaves or die as cowards.

I used to direct my writings to everyone, but I have come to realize that true patriots are a small 
minority. I wish that every person who wants freedom would willing risk their lives to protect freedom, 
but honestly most people would sooner watch their neighbors disappear than get in the middle of a 
bloody victim and armed soldiers. There were British loyalists during the Revolutionary War; there 
were Jews who did nothing to stop Hitler or the holocaust; and there will surely be millions of people 
supporting the government as our systems start to collapse and chaos erupts. This book is written not 
for the lazy or the ignorant, it is written for the truth-seekers who know the problems but don't quite 
understand the solutions. I don't claim to have all the answers, but I know we can win our freedoms 
back if we work hard and educate ourselves and unite our communities.

There is so much to consider that I don't quite know where to begin. I don't think I really need 
to go over the blatantly obvious problems because any dedicated truth-seeker is already aware of what 
the situation is. The important thing is figuring out how to solve our problems because it seems like 
everyone has plenty of complaints, but very few people actually present logical and reasonable 
solutions. I don't quite have all the answers, but I know enough to get this revolution started.

If we want to truly change the world, we must start with ourselves. If we refuse to solve our 
problems then we will never be able to change the problems of the world. Only when we start working 
on ourselves will we also be able to start working on other people with positive results. So what exactly 
goes into self-improvement?

The foundation of every person is their health. Our mental and physical health are the only two 
things which determine our greatness or lack there of. If there is one factor that will decide how this 
revolution turns out then it is the health of the people on all sides of this war. If the enemy is smarter 
mentally and stronger physically, then we are sure to lose. The opposite is also true. Regardless of how 
we look at things, the army with the healthiest soldiers will always have the advantage. Health is not 
the only factor in war, but it is certainly the most important. The army with a great strategy will still 
lose if the soldiers are too weak to push through pain. Likewise, the strongest military in the world 
won't win even a single war if their strategy is flawed from the foundation. Education and exercise will 
give our revolutionary army great strength, but we still need to unite behind a great strategy. If we have 
great strength and great strategy, then we will win this war sooner or later.

If you are in need of health education then my other writings contain all the information you 
could possibly need, so I am going to try to teach strategy as simply as I can so that anybody can learn 
from what I am saying.



Okay, strategy. I could write hundreds of pages on this topic, but I am kind of short on space 
and time. So, where do I begin? We are at war and we have many things to consider before we can even 
start focusing on strategies. Information gathering is the first step to any intelligent planning. A true 
master thinks before he acts, where as any fool acts first and then tries to figure out afterwards what he 
should have done instead. We are a part of a war involving billions of people, countless resources, and 
advanced militaries who possess nuclear weaponry; now is definitely not the time for making costly 
mistakes. There are lots of small actions we can do which come with relatively small risks, but when it 
comes to major decisions then we must pay major attention to what and why we are doing what we are. 
For example, cutting out corporate food from your diet has almost no risks attached, but millions of 
people withdrawing all their money from corporate banks comes with massive risks. I'm not saying we 
should avoid every risky action, because risks are a natural part of war, but I'm just saying we need to 
be careful when dealing with any risky situations. So, basically, we need to be careful at all times.

Remember, this is a war, and wars almost always come with human casualties. However, 
considering the enemy already wants (and has been working towards) a global genocide, I think that 
our main concern should be stopping the enemy and not saving ourselves. Obviously it would be 
incredibly foolish for us to quit before putting up a real fight, but we must realize that we will all die 
and the only thing that matters then is what we chose to do with our time while alive.

Everyone has personal problems and most people like to use them as an excuse for why they 
can't concern themselves with political problems. What few people seem to get though is that most of 
our personal problems involve political problems as well. What do most people worry about? Usually, 
it has to do with money, work, and/or their future. Every single one of these issues directly ties in with 
politics. Hopefully no further details are needed, but this does provide me with a nice opportunity to 
talk a little bit about money.

To begin with, money is a resource. The only factor determining the value of any resource is 
how we use it. While I maintain the belief that time is our greatest resource, money definitely ranks 
high on the list because of it's ability to purchase any other physical resource. Remember, even the 
greatest resources can be easily wasted if not used wisely.

A huge part of strategy deals with the strategic management of available resources and the 
acquisition of additional resources. If we truly want to win this war, we must make the most of our 
resources and waste as few as we possibly can. This concept is quite simple, but the application is 
infinitely complex. The fact that money can be used to buy lots of other resources only adds to the 
complexity of our situation.

Maybe no is a good time to mention once again that we are at war and sacrifices will need to be 
made for us to be successful. Now is not the time to be wasting resources, even if our waste comes with 
temporary pleasure. How can we expect ourselves to endure physical battles (as the will surely come) if 
we can't even overcome our mental attachments to such things as television, cell phones, computers, 
drugs, junk food, or any other materialistic item we abuse for our own hedonistic desires? In an hour, 
entire cities could lose all electricity and have cars pack onto the streets unable to move because traffic 
lights don't work, cars run out of gas in the middle of the road, and car crashes are occurring all over 
the place by people who are in a state of panic. This is a tiny, tiny, fraction of what will happen if we 
refuse to sacrifice our possessions by our own free will and instead choose to wait for the time when 
armed thugs take everything from us by force.

By now I am going to assume that the only people left reading this are people who truly want to 
make a change and are willing to make sacrifices for a chance at a better future.

Ok, so, resources. Every single one of use has resources. Some of us have more, some of us 
have less, but we all have access to various resources. Anything can be a resource. Time, wealth, 
intelligence, contacts/ “connects,” material possessions, wisdom, and knowledge are all different kinds 
of resources. We all have resources, but the question is which specific ones do we have and how do we 
choose to use them. That is where the real value of resources lies is in how we use them.



We are led to believe that we do not have much worth giving if we don't have much, but that 
belief is completely false. What matters is not what and how much we have, but whether or not we 
make the most of the things we do have. A billionaire who wastes his money on useless luxuries has no 
advantages over the poor man who uses all his time to create something of value.

We must get past this notion that possessions equate with power. It is not what we own that 
determines our power, it is what we do that determines how powerful or powerless we are. Our greatest 
resource, one which we all have, is time, but we each receive different levels of value from time based 
on how we use it. 

Our life is nothing more than a series of thoughts, actions, and decisions. It is our decisions 
which, more than any other one thing, determines every aspect of our lives. Some people have more or 
less opportunities, but all people have the opportunity to change. However, an opportunity is simply an 
open door, we still have to use it to get any benefits from it.

We are all surrounded by infinite opportunities, infinite options, infinite decisions. Yet most 
people feel like they are trapped in a reality they can not control. Bullshit! We are all in a state of 
control, but, paradoxically, we completely lack control. In truth, we can only control ourselves, but 
even this must be earned by making the most of our time. How many of us have heard people say “I 
just couldn't control myself.”? Almost all of us. Clearly, true control is a rarity at best and impossibility 
at worst. So, if we live in a world where far more is left up to chance than control, then why do we 
choose to give up even before the future arrives?

In a moment, the entire world could change, for better or worse. We simply can not know the 
future until it becomes the past. Some of us will use this fact as motivation to try the best we can for as 
long as we can, while some of us will take this fact to make excuses for why nothing matters. Again we 
see how differently different people respond to the same opportunity. We all have the opportunity to 
improve ourselves and the world, but most of us continue to waste this amazing gift. Why? We literally 
have an opportunity to create greatness, but instead we choose to throw it away because we believe that 
we are incapable of success, but that is a lie. All of us can fail or succeed, but who does what is 
determined by what we do. Just as people have reached the top after starting at the bottom, people have 
started at the top and fallen to the bottom. What we have and where we are is 100% decided by what 
we choose to do.

We have before us the opportunity to create a world in which all people have equal rights to live 
their own lives, but we are also faced with an evil so great that it threatens to rob all humans, rich or 
poor, weak or strong, man or woman, of all good things. (Side note: Those who sell their soul daily also 
exist in a state of daily suffering.) We may have a great opportunity, but we must use it to receive any 
benefits. However, the opportunity before us is incredibly complex, while also unbelievably simple. 
The complexity comes from the infinite number of options and possibilities. The simplicity lies in the 
fact that our results are based on who chooses to do what. History has proven that victory can be 
achieved by the most unlikely of people under the most unlikely of circumstances, so I would say that 
this world is still anyone's game.

Regardless of our position or intentions, we can look at life as a game of strategies and tactics. 
Before I continue on with this topic, I would like to state that all strategies and tactics should be based 
on a set list of objectives. Strategies and tactics are nothing more than tools used to reach our desired 
destination; they are useless if we do not first know our objectives. (From now on, I will simply use 
“strategy” to refer to both strategies and tactics, but technically a tactic is an individual action where as 
a strategy is a general plan consisting of many tactics. For example, one of my personal strategies is to 
create an organization based on centralized information and decentralized leadership, and a tactic I 
have chosen to use is book-writing; both my strategies and tactics revolve around the objective of 
helping humanity.)

One factor which adds complexity to our game is that we have no proof of who wants what or 
exactly what each person is doing to get what they want. There are people from the lower classes 



supporting the elite/royalty class, just as there are people from the elite/royalty class who genuinely 
want to help the lower classes. This is why we must not quit before seeing the results, because things 
are never quite as they appear and even the slightest change of facts can change the entire war. All we 
can do is the best we can and hope that, when all is said and done, free humanity wins out on top.

We must remember that this is a war in the truest sense of the world. We have allies and 
enemies and neutral parties, but we are all affected by what happens during this war. We might as well 
do what we can to make sure the result is a good one.

We must recognize that, while our objectives may be the same, our strategies will vary from 
person to person. This is good, as we need to do as much as possible and one person can not do 
everything, but we must do whatever we can to make sure our efforts do not hinder those of our allies. 
In most cases, this will not be an issue, but we must consider the most important concerns and not let 
ourselves get divided over lesser issues. I am not really worried about conflicting actions so much as 
conflicting people fight over conflicting issues.

While issues like abortion, healthcare, welfare, and immigration are all important, they are 
incredibly minor compared to the larger issues at hand. Our current rulers want global genocide, but we 
fight over the deaths of those who would die anyways. We fight over healthcare, but our rulers poison 
our food, air, and water (and conceal advanced medical technologies)  because they want to destroy our 
health. People are unable to support their families, but our rulers rob us of all we have. As for 
immigration, well, our rulers want global depopulation so maybe we need to focus on staying alive 
before worrying about where we live.

We are at war, and we have many battles left to fight. The battles are currently going on all 
around us, and there will be many more to come. No longer can we afford to just sit back and hope for 
someone else to solve our problems for us. If we want to stay alive for a few more years then we had 
better start doing something about it immediately.

The first step for all of us is truth education, but simply knowing the problem does not solve the 
problem. Even knowing the solution does not solve the problem. It is only after we have used 
appropriate solutions for the given problem that we solve the problem.

Our problem is that we are being governed by bad men and a bad system. Our objective is to 
remove these men from all positions of power and to create a new system which is designed to provide 
the most freedoms and opportunities to the greatest number of people. As for our solution methods, 
they will vary from person to person, but all effective solutions must begin with education to prove 
successful.

Education is the foundation of every nation. If there is a good education system then there will 
be no shortage of solutions and success. If there is a bad education system then there will be a constant 
series of problems and failures. Clearly, education determines prosperity. If we hope to witness true 
greatness from present and future generations, then we must begin by examining our current education 
system. While solving the education problem will not immediately solve all of our other problems, it 
will ensure that people of all ages know the truth so we stop believing in lies. 

The truth is that our enemies are weak. They creates various illusions to make themselves 
appear strong, but if we remove the illusions then we will see them as the fools that they are. They use 
money to buy power and control, but take away their wealth and they are no better than any other 
person. There lies our second solution.

If we want to get rid of our evil rulers, we must get rid of their power and this means taking 
away the money they stole from us in the first place. To accomplish this, we must attack their main 
sources of income. Generally speaking, the elite get all their wealth from the lower classes, but their 
(main) specific income sources are taxes, corporations, and illegal operations. If we can shut down 
these 3 things then we have already ensured their defeat. So how do we accomplish this task?

The first thing we must do is overcome our fears because fear is the only thing which keeps us 
obeying orders (other than respect, if there exists any). If we continue to let our fears stop us from 



doing what we must then evil rulers will continue doing whatever they want. One we decide to act, 
regardless of our fears, then we can really start to fight back.

There are literally infinite opportunities available to us, all we need to do is take advantage of 
them. If we shift our view of life from necessarily following set rules to realizing that there are no real 
rules, then we begin to realize that we can do whatever we want. Our rulers want us to believe that we 
only have a handful of options (they they provide), but in reality there are no limits to what we can do 
(outside of what nature decides).

We can choose to do nothing while watching society collapse, or we can do something to solve 
the problem. Assuming that we want to solve the problem, we should stop supporting the very 
problems we are trying to solve. Remember, a parasitic system dies as soon as it stops being supported 
by others. If we take away our support then the enemy will quickly become weak and then all we need 
to do is deal it a few fatal blows.

While our main problem consists of replacing a bad system with a good one, we also have the 
problem of avoiding chaos in the process of shifting control. While chaos is always a better option than 
slavery, it is inherently filled with risk. If we allow chaos to take control then it will mean endless 
destruction until control is achieved. The concern then becomes who the new controllers are and what 
their intentions or objectives are.

Revolutions have been occurring all across the world these last few years, especially in the 
middle east. This is progress, as this shows that people are waking up to tyranny and fighting back, but 
most of the time the new rulers are just as bad as the old ones. We must look not only at the individuals, 
but also who they are connected with. Remember, we are dealing with a massive cartel and there is no 
shortage of people to cycle through as far as the globalists are concerned. It is the same concept as 
democratic and republican presidents where every few years you just throw up a new face to make the 
people believe that things are changing. In reality, however, the cogs of the system keep on spinning 
and freedom keeps on slipping.

More than ever, we need a real revolution. We don't need a new illusion of change, we need real 
change. From top to bottom, we need to replace bad men with good men. Our first priority must be 
getting rid of evil men, but if the replacement is anything short of virtuous then we will still be left with 
an abundance of problems. We need men and women who not only have good intentions, but who also 
possess great intelligence. We have great problems and only the greatest problem-solvers will be able 
to fix these situations. I know this concept seems incredibly simple, but somehow we continue to fail 
over and over again when it comes to actually electing good men. 

It is easy to get misled by promises from political candidates because we don't know what 
exactly they will do until they are actually in office, but there are ways to judge who will be most likely 
to make decisions which benefit the general public. We should begin by looking at the personal lives of 
each individual. If a person is virtuous in private then they will likely be virtuous in public office as 
well. If a person has even one major addiction or vice then they will not likely abandon it just because 
they have more power. If we want to see improvement then we must pay closer attention to how our 
rulers behave when they are not standing in front of a camera (Note: Few people who attend church 
regularly actually behave righteously all week long). Every would-be politician should have to post an 
official biography, for everyone to see, detailing their life from early childhood to the present. 
Everything from past problems to present lifestyles should be revealed. If a person refuses to reveal any 
significant problems about themselves then we should conclude them to be liars because nobody is 
perfect. If we want to pick the best people for the job then we must know what we are dealing with, 
good and bad.

In addition to using both written and video biographies as a way to learn more about our 
candidates, we should also use public debates as a mode of education and examination. Under 
unexpected conditions, it is far more difficult to create lies or to conceal revealing body language while 
telling them. Unfortunately, our current debate systems are as big a sham as the system as a whole. If 



we want to learn more about our candidates then we must remove debate restrictions.
The first thing we need to do is get rid of time limits. We will never be able to get the full 

picture if we cut people off every few minutes. Maybe we should just limit debates to a few people at a 
time and let the debates go on for as long as the speakers can stay awake. If we did this then we could 
really see how these people act under difficult situations. Each person should take for as long as they 
want and they should decide for themselves when their elegance is starting to slip, then they can let the 
next person speak. This can continue until there is only one person left willing to talk.

The next problem is topic restrictions. No subject should ever be off limits in a political debate. 
If a politician believes something is important and that discussing it will boost his chances of getting 
elected then they should be free to do so. We need as much information about politicians as possible 
and if we restrict freedom of speech then we are also restricting information.

If we simply relocate political debates from television to the internet then we will have no need 
for time or topic limits and the people will benefit because of it. 

In addition to the problems found in our debate process, we also have many problems with the 
election process itself. The main problems I see are: 1) Money buys exposure/elections; 2) Voting 
fraud, and; 3) Election accessibility.

Firstly, an election should never be based on who has the most money. An election should be 
used to give political power to those who will use it to help others, not to give political power to those 
who already have financial powers and have only used those financial powers to help themselves. We 
need leaders who will give up everything, even their very life, for the good of others.

Secondly, an election should be 100% fair in the sense that every citizen gets one vote and the 
person with the most votes wins his respective election. Our elections are filled with cases of fraud and 
manipulation. From dead people casting votes, to not enough voting booths in minority areas, to 
electronic hacking, to presidents winning elections when they clearly received less votes (George 
Bush), the fact is that our elections are a sham from the inside out. How can any nation be free when 
the people have elections which are consistently rigged?

Lastly, every citizen should have one vote per election and they should not be restricted in any 
way, shape, or form. This issue is less pervasive than the problems I mention above, but it is still worth 
looking into.

Some of our problems regarding elections are relatively complex (such as hacking/manipulating 
electronic voting booths), but most of our solutions are rather simple.

First of all, we need a paper record to go with electronic voting to ensure reliability and 
accuracy of all election processes. Secondly, I believe that every citizen should have to present 
identification to vote, but they should receive a random number which they then use to cast their votes 
as this would ensure every person gets exactly one vote and it would prevent the government, 
organizations, or individuals from knowing which citizens voted for which candidate as this would 
eliminate the risk of political assassinations or massive detainment. Third, there should be no limit to 
how many candidates appear on each ballot. With the advent of electronic voting booths, there is no 
reason why we can't place a huge list of people on each ballot except that this would give citizens a lot 
more research to do, but I would rather have too many options than too few. Lastly, since we are suing 
electronic booths anyways, we might as well use the internet as a voting method. Extreme precautions 
will need to be used to prevent manipulation, but it also provides us with an excellent opportunity since 
it takes the wasted time out of voting and allows citizens to view candidate information while casting 
their votes.

In addition to the voting process itself, I believe we should reconsider exactly which jobs 
require elections. People in charge of deciding laws should obviously need to be elected, but what 
about judges (who decide the legality of laws), or the people in charge of enforcing laws, or members 
of the military (who decide who lives or dies), or public school staff (who hold the fate of future 
generations in their hands), or people who work for ultra-corrupt and super-secret government agencies 



like the C.I.A, F.B.I, or N.S.A? I realize the act of electing spies kind of blows their cover, but I believe 
that, at the very least, the heads of every single government agency should have to be elected. If the 
government wants the power to create hundreds of agencies then the people should at least be allowed 
to decide who does or does not control these agencies. Maybe holding hundreds of elections every year 
will get to be a bit of a hassle, but I would rather have too many elections than too few. Also, I believe 
every elected official should have a term of exactly 1 year and no person should be allowed to make a 
career out of ruling people. I'm sure there are many more ways to improve our elections, but these are 
the best ideas I have on this topic.

Moving on, I would like to discuss our policies as they regard to war as this affects not only our 
nation, but other nations as well.

I would like to begin by quoting Sun Tzu and saying that “There has never been a protracted 
war from which a country has benefited.” Any nation which bases it's grown on destruction rather than 
production will inevitably fail in the end We can make every excuse imaginable for why we need this 
war or that war, but the fact is that no general population ever sees any benefits from war. Maybe 
government officials benefit because they use war to acquire political power, and maybe the arms 
dealers benefit because they trade taxpayer money for things that blow up, but the taxpayers never see 
any rewards from war. Even if the victorious military takes the spoils from the losers, they almost 
always horde them for their leaders to keep. The followers do all the work, endure all of the suffering, 
earn all the rewards, and then the rulers come and take it all away. This is how wars have functioned for 
thousands of years, and this is how wars operate today.

The “war on terrorism” was started by our rulers when they themselves terrorized our nation on 
9/11. Our rulers knew they needed a crisis to create fear and gain compliance of the people, so they 
created a threat because they knew there was no real threat already in existence. They had an objective 
based on the acquisition of power and resources, so they did what they believed was necessary to reach 
their goals.

Since 9/11, millions of people have been depopulated from the planet, corporations have made 
trillions of dollars off of killing people, freedoms have been stolen, tyranny has expanded, and there is 
a greater threat of “terrorism” than there was when we started this illegal war a decade ago. Believe 
what you will, but the fact is that only the government and corporations have gained anything from this 
“war on terrorism.”

If we want to discuss war policy, then I would prefer to discuss a peace policy. Maybe we 
should start by asking why we support war in the first place. Is it because we want to defend freedom 
from evil men? Is it because we want to save lives? Is it because we want to spread peace? Or do we 
support war out of pure foolishness like ignorance, arrogance, hatred, and greed? If your reasons 
include any of the options above then you support war because you are too attached to illusions to see 
the truth.

Our threat of tyranny comes from those living in towers, not from people living in caves and 
huts. Violence only results in more violence, only peaceful actions result in more peace. Massive wars 
always result in more deaths than a minor terrorist ever can. As for foolishness, when do we ever 
remember fools for their greatness?

I will always support peace over war, but if there is a war going on then it must be handled 
wisely. In a normal war situation I would begin by discussing how to achieve real victory over the 
enemy, but this is a war where the only real enemy is the people leading our own troops, so there is no 
point in even analyzing this war. If we want to win the war on terrorism then we should go after the 
tyrants with the most power and resources, which just so happens to be our own leaders. Stop our evil 
rulers and we stop these evil wars.

Now, assuming we ever find ourselves in a real war, there is much more detail involved. First, 
we must analyze the enemy. Second, we must analyze ourselves. Third, we must create a list of 
objectives so we can know when we have actually won. Fourth, we must create a plan which seeks to 



achieve those objectives. Fifth, we must execute our plan and redesign it based on changing conditions. 
This is the basic method for dealing with war, but there are obviously many things which fall under 
every general point.

The priority in war is always to end it without losing. There is no true victory in war, but if we 
don't lose it then we are winners by default. The quicker we can end a war, the better off we will be 
since a war always drains resources for the sake of survival. IF survival is not at risk, then there is no 
point to war at all.

 Only when a threat actually attacks us should we fight back. We can't afford to declare war 
against every nation that threatens us because then perpetual war would be inevitable, but if a nation 
actually attacks us then our only option is to stand up for ourselves. What actually constitutes an “act of 
war,” however, is up to debate.

Physically invading a nation is clearly an act of war, but what about more subtle forms of 
attack? Do economic sanctions count as an act of war? How about forming an alliance with an enemy 
nation? What if a nation is considered an enemy, but we are not engaged in actual war? What if an 
army attacks us which is not supported by a government or people? Do we punish an entire population 
for the actions of just a few individuals? What if an organization threatens us without the resources 
needed to carry out their their threat? What if an army attacks us, but in doing so it depletes all 
threatening resources? What if peaceful negotiations might solve the problem better than violent 
conflicts? What if the threat comes from a domestic organization which wants nothing more than the 
replacement of our president? How do we decide if a threat is large enough to justify military action? 
How do we deal with a military leader who gives foolish orders which only result in more violence? 
These are all important questions.

When it comes to military policy, I believe information should be made available to all people. 
If there is a war then keep strategies and tactics a secret, but the people should at least be told who the 
enemy is and what the conditions are for the war to be over. If this is not done then the war will 
continue on without victor because the rulers will keep on expanding the war. Only when the 
population knows the objectives will the leaders be forced to follow an agenda based on quick victory.

War is waste. Peace means power.

September 25, 2012
Forget that this is a book and remember that a person wrote these words. To be perfectly honest, 

I'm sick of writing. The only reason I've written all this is because I wanted to show people the truth, 
but every person must seek the truth for themselves. I have tried to show people the problems in this 
world and the solutions, but I have neglected myself in the process. It's not that I lacked the time 
needed to write and work on my personal health, but the thought of having to do both, well, I have no 
good excuse for my actions. I could have been doing both, but I've been slacking on both. So I'm 
cutting out writing so I can focus on my own health.

I've provided more than enough information for people to learn from and use to solve problems. 
I don't want to be a politician or corporate executive, I just want enlightenment. Give me freedom or 
give me death, but both will give me what I seek. In writing these books, I'm sure I have placed a big 
target on my chest and gotten the attention of some evil men with powerful connections, but this is the 
price I chose to pay when I decided to stand up to the Illuminati. Men before me have sacrificed 
themselves for the sake of humanity and I must do the same. If I live to see myself become an adult, 
great; if I die as a teenager (I'm 19 currently), fine. I didn't choose this to be my life, but I must make 
the most of it.

I'm sure many people will believe many things about me, but nobody will know the whole story. 
I'm not perfect, far from it. In the age of the internet, I'm sure someone will try to publicize my past 
foolishness, fine. I'm a sinner, have been since I was a kid. I could list off everything I have or have not 



done, but people would still fail to see the truth. I'm not going to try to paint a good or bad picture of 
myself, believe what you will. 

What is there for me to say? I'm sorry that I did not do more when I had the chance. I  wish I 
had sacrificed more, but I wasted my life. I wasted opportunities time and time again/ I wanted to do so 
much, but in the end I did less than 1% of the things I could have done. I won't say I'm a failure, but I 
am not as successful as I could have been.

To be honest, my goal is to surpass the greatness of my hero, Leonardo da Vinci, but I would 
need to live to see 27 for that to happen. I would have no problem with dying at 27, but 19 seems a bit 
too young. I would love to get married to an amazing wife and raise an amazing family, but I may 
never get the chance to. Whatever. I love my life regardless.

I praise YHWH.

-Parker



The Truth Revolution (Notes)
Basic Rights

1- Right to defend yourself or a loved one from physical harm
2- Right to own items you earned honestly
3- Right to buy, sell, and trade items you own
4- Right to own and use land without restrictions or taxes
5- Right to get married and raise a family
6- Right to privacy regarding all private property
7-Right to create and distribute physical and digital media
8- Right to public legal trials
9- Right to defend oneself or others in court
10- Right to elect public officials
11- Right to choose who and what your work for
12- Right to educate yourself and family and friends
13- Right to protest on public property at any time
14- Right to assemble on public or private land at any time
15- Right to travel freely on personal or public land at any time
16- Right to defend yourself from physical theft
17- Right to join or not join any military organization
18- Right to own and carry any hand-held weapon at any time
19- Right to decide what does or does not go in your body
20- Right to not be searched on public or private property
21- Right to grow and consume your own food
22- Right to peacefully express yourself
23- Right to own your own business on your own land
24- Right to communicate with family and friends
25- Right to create and distribute art and information

Government Functions and Privileges
1- To protect the freedoms of the people
2- To fund and organize the national military
3- To build and maintain public infrastructures
4- To restore environmental damage involving public land
5- To pass and repeal lax
6- To sign treaty deals
7- To provide free educational opportunities for all legal citizens
8- To coin, not print, legal money
9- To collect taxes based on spending and not saving
10- To help people live virtuously and not violently

Government Restrictions
1- Government may never have more rights than people
2- The government may not monitor or track private citizens
3- The government may not arrest citizens without first proving them guilty
4- The government may not take property from one person to give to another
5- The government may not force any person to work for any reason
6- The government may not use public tax money on private businesses or citizens



7- The government may not pass any law which treats citizens unfairly
8- The government may not violently arrest peaceful citizens
9- The government may not prevent people from peacefully communicating
10- The government may not restrict people from traveling

Political and Philosophical Notes
1- All leaders can only rule with enough consent from the followers
2- Minor issues are used to distract from major issues
3- Money buys influence
4- Money is only a means to an end, with the end being power
5- Psychology place a huge role in politics
6- An ignorant society is easier to control/manipulate than an intelligent one
7- The general population is quick to support and slow to remember
8- Organizations can be controlled as a whole by controlling the top (and going down)
9- Those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it
10- Education is key to an advanced civilization
11- Wars are the preferred weapon of tyrants
12- A peaceful nation makes few enemies
13- Taxes should go to public programs and not private individuals
14- A nation can only be free when all people must obey the same laws
15- An armed population can defend against foreign and domestic enemies
16- All dictators want the only weapons to be in the hands of their own military
17- “Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely”
18- In a free nation, the people always have more rights than the rulers
19- Whenever freedom shrinks, tyranny grows
20- Rulers will do whatever they can to take power from others
21- Freedom is always more valuable than safety
22- There is no true safety, but there is true freedom
23- There are always great risks, but there are not always great rewards
24- The greatest reward is freedom itself
25- Freedom is always under attack, but rarely is freedom defended
26- Freedom comes at the cost of personal sacrifice
27- Tyranny is the price nations pay for being selfish
28- Few tyrants give up power willingly
29- All tyrants try to take power from others to give to themselves
30- It is hard to gain power, and usually requires much effort
31- More evil men are willing to work to gain power than good men
32- Control freaks/corrupted people are attracted to positions of authority
33- In a free nation, there is no authority higher than the law
34- The law is there to protect the people and not the authorities
35- The people must be allowed to protect themselves from authorities
36- Only violent crimes deserve violent punishment
37- No free nation supports or uses torture for any reason
38- A free nation supports the freedoms of every person
39- A free nation never initiates a war for any reason
40- Wars always rob people of freedom
41- The longer a war lasts, the more freedoms are lost
42- The sole objective of war is acquisition of power and resources



43- War is oftentimes genocide in disguise
44- Wars require money, and that money almost always comes from taxes
45- War is the wasting of tax money on the destruction of human lives
46- Wars always result in the deaths of innocent people
47- Those who take us to war are the only ones profiting from war
48- Fear is the fuel of tyrants
49- Fear leads to hatred and hatred leads to war
50- Those who fear death are quick to trade true freedom for false safety
51- Those with great power are usually great manipulators
52- Those who are blind to the truth easily fall for lies
53- The definition of ignorance is being blind to the truth
54- Ignorance is slavery and truth is freedom
55- Ignorance is the problem and truth is the solution

Magnum University Considerations
1- Class length
2- Class schedules
3- Food options
4- Assemblies
5- Dormitories
6- Transportation
7- Field trips
8- Class sizes
9- Discipline
10- Objectives per grade
11- Reward system
12- Medical services
13- Admissions process
14- Student politics
15- Student fairs
16- Room design
17- Grading system
18- Monthly projects
19- School newspaper
20- Self-sustainable
21- Full gym
22- Website
23- University gardens
24- School handbook
25- General policies

Magnum University mission brainstorm
1- To provide a good and practical education to all students
2- To teach philosophy and virtue to students of all ages
3- To provide an environment which actively promotes mental and physical health
4- To provide students with an opportunity to make their dreams come true
5- To inspire people of all ages to work to create a better life
6- To teach community improvement ideas and methods



7- To promote the freedoms of thought and expression
8- To teach the definition and value or freedom and liberty
9- To promote the knowledge and application of intelligent thinking
10- To promote the arts among people of all ages and cultures
11- To promote the education of self and others
12- To promote love and reduce hate
13- To teach people how to be happy
14- To give people an opportunity to see the world from many different perspectives
15- To promote acceptance of others while also reducing discrimination
16- To teach important issues to people of all ages
17- To teach people how to live their own lives
18- To teach people how to combine thinking with working
19- To promote the spread of new ideas and inventions
20- To teach people how to better learn from history
21- To inspire creativity in all people regardless of age
22- To promote the identification of problems and finding of solutions
23- To create an environment where people can better learn from each other
24- To ensure freedom for present and future generations
25- To help make the world a better place

Business notes
1- Plan as much as possible before starting
2- Keep detailed financial/resource records
3- Don't hire employees for work you can do yourself
4- Pay close attention to who you hire (especially management)
5- Reward employees for good work/ punish bad work
6- Always base decisions on logic and never on emotions
7- Set close-term and long-term objectives
8- Learn from the competition
9- Focus more on not losing money than on making money
10- Ask customers for their opinions and suggestions
11- Build a loyal customer base
12- Don't take risks which don't offer large rewards
13- Study the past and plan for the future
14- Hire the best employees you can find & afford
15- Only hire employees who give more than they take
16- Allow as much freedom as possible without reducing productivity
17- Hire over-qualified employees if they accept your salary offer
18- Create an extensive contact list to provide you with all your needs
19- Don't take from the business to give to yourself
20- Don't help the company at the cost of family, involve family if you can
21- Treat you employees fairly, but not necessarily equally
22- Create friendly competition among employees
23- Base promotions on a set and public rating system
24- Be a man of character and consistency
25- Lead by example 

City Design Considerations



1- Hospital
2- Gym/ Recreation center
3- Public parks
4- Schools
5- Residential areas
6- Business areas
7- Agricultural areas
8- Library
9- Fire station
10- Police station
11- Town hall
12- Museum
13- Stadiums
14- Research center
15- Homeless shelter
16- Bike paths
17- Barter hall
18- Paintball field
19- Water park
20- Wildlife reserve
21- Airport
22- Harbor
23- Military base
24- Local gardens
25- Charity events
26- Central charity building
27- Health networks
28- Environmental restoration
29- Laws and regulations
30- Citizen rights

Quotes
 “You may fool all of the people some of the time, you can even fool some of the people all of the time, 
but you can not fool all of the people all of the time.” -Abraham Lincoln 

“If you would win a man to your cause, first convince him you are his sincere friend.” -Abraham 
Lincoln

“One of the penalties for refusing to participate in politics is that you end up being government by your 
inferiors.” -Plato

“Politics is a pendulum whose swings between anarchy and tyranny are fueled by perpetually 
rejuvenated illusions.” -Albert Einstein

“It is the leaders of the country who determine policy, and it is always a simple matter to drag the 
people along... All you have to do is tell them they are being attacked, and denounce the pacifists for a 
lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in any country.” -Hermann 
Goering



“Politics is the conspiracy of the unproductive but organized against the productive but unorganized.”

“Anyone who says they are not interested in politics is like a drowning man who insists he is not 
interested in water.”

“If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will eventually come to believe it.” -Joseph 
Goebbels

“Make the lie big, make it simple, keep saying it, and eventually they will believe it.” -Adolf Hitler

“Nobody has a more sacred obligation to obey the law as those who make the law.” -Sophocles

“The only justifiable purpose of political institutions is to ensure the unhindered development of the 
individual.” -Albert Einstein

“Politics have no relation to morals.” -Niccolo Machiavelli

“He who controls the present, controls the past. He who controls the past, controls the future.” -George 
Orwell

“Establishing lasting peace is the work of education; all politics can do is keep us out of war.” -Maria 
Montessori

“In politics, nothing happens by accident. If it happens, you can bet it was planned that way.” -Franklin 
D. Roosevelt

“Politics is the art of preventing people from sticking their noses in things that are properly their 
business.” -Paul Valery

“The people who cast the votes don't decide elections, the people who count the votes do.” -Joseph 
Stalin

“Practical politics consists in ignoring facts.” -Henry Brooks Adams

“Political history is largely an account of mass violence and the expenditure of vast resources to cope 
with mythical fears and hopes.” -Murry Edelman

“It is far better to be free to govern or misgovern yourself than to be governed by anybody else.” 
-Kwame Nkrumah

“A politician is known by the promises he keeps.”

“Where annual elections end, there slavery begins.” -John Adams

“Politics is a blood sport.” -Aneurin Beuan

“Killing a bad monarch is not to be considered murder but justice.” Chinese proverb



“The political machine triumphs because it is a unified minority acting against a divided majority.” 
-Will Durant

“Put 3 Zionists in a room and they will form 4 political parties.” -Levi Eshkol

“Politics isn't about left versus right, it's about top versus bottom.” -Jim Hightower

“The only thing we learn from a new election is we learned nothing from the old.” -Gerald Barzon

“Politics is like the air we breath, we must learn to master its use or it will master us.”

“Politics, in a sense, has always been a game.” -Joe McGinniss

“Politics is when you say you are going to do one thing while planning to do another. Then you do 
neither what you said nor what you intended.” -Saddam Hussein

“Don't ask what the government can do you for. Ask why it doesn't.” -Gerhard Kocher

“The economy depends about as much on economists as the weather does on weather forecasts.”

“When the IMF and World Bank force a country to cut wages, lay off workers, produce for export 
rather than their own people, and sell off public property to cronies for less than its value, that's called 
'economic reform'.”

“A creative economy is the fuel of magnificence.” -Ralph Waldo Emerson

“In economics, the majority is always wrong.” -John Galbraith

“There is one good thing about Marx: he was not a Keynesian.” -Murry Rothbard

“I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than to those attending too 
small a degree of it.” -Thomas Jefferson

“Whenever any form of government becomes destructive to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, it 
is the right of the people to alter or abolish it and to institute a new government.” -Thomas Jefferson

“Laws the forbid the carrying of arms disarm only those who are neither inclined nor determined to 
commit crimes. Such laws make it far worse for the assaulted and far better for the assailants; they 
serve rather to encourage than prevent homicides for an unarmed man may be attacked with greater 
confidence than an unarmed man.” -Thomas Jefferson

“The democracy will cease to exist when you take from those who would work and give it to those who 
would not.” -Thomas Jefferson

“If Americans ever allow banks to control the issue of their money, first by inflation and then by 
deflation, the banks will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless.” 
-Thomas Jefferson

“Learning acquired in youth arrests the evil of old age; if you understand that old age has wisdom for 



its food then you will so conduct yourself in youth that your old age shall not lack for nourishment.” 
-Leonardo da Vinci

1984 Similarities
1-Constant wars
2- Invisible/imaginary enemies
3- Human tracking
4- Electronic surveillance
5- Contradictory explanations
6- False flag attacks
7- Information censorship
8- Torture use
9- Idol worship
10- Freedom only for wealthy
11- Illogical information
12- Psychological warfare
13- Repeated slogans
14- Restricted transportation
15- Childhood indoctrination
16- Fear mentality
17- Unhealthy food
18- Porn/ entertainment for poor
19- Class divisions
20- War on free thought
21- Citizen spies/ snitch programs
22- Black operations
23- Political prisoners
24- Public spectacle of prisoners
25- Terrible infrastructure conditions

List of websites
1- Orgonite.info
2- NaturalNews.com
3- FoodMatters.tv
4- StartPage.com
5- HushMail.com
6- TopDocumentaryFilms.com
7- ArmsList.com
8- CraigsList.com
9- ActivistPost.com
10- TheIntelHub.com
11- RealityZone.com
12- SHTFplan.com
13- Norml.org
14- CannabisCulture.com
15- MarkDice.com
16- MaxKeiser.com
17- WeAreChange.org



18- Mises.org
19- Rense.com
20- DeadLineLive.info
21- Gerson.org
22- Erowid.org
23- PhoenixTears.ca
24- 911truth.org
25- QadoshMinistry.com

List of Youtube Channels
1- Global Faction
2- Brand1Angel
3- CongressmanRonPaul
4-ChangeDaChannel
5- Not4Sale2NWO
6- WeAreChange
7- AdamKokesh
8- TheAlexJonesChannel
9- RussiaToday
10- AlJazeeraEnglish
11- MarkDice
12- DiabolicHipHop
13- KnowTheTruthTV
14- AomegaGlobalMilitary
15- MaxKeiserTV
16- KilluminatiAFF
17- Stefbot
18- RonPaulFriends
19- ReasonTV
20- WeavingSpider
21- TruthMediaProduction
22- CorbettReport
23- ConspiracyScope
24- LoneLantern
25- RedPillNation
26- Fabian4Liberty
27- MiYahMusic
28- Called2bHoly
29- ConspiracyVault
30- Jrense
31- TrendsJournal
32- Cveitch

List of Political-Truth Websites
1- InfoWars.com
2- NaturalNews.com
3- DeadLineLive.info
4- TruthFrequencyRadio.com



5- OathKeepers.org
6- TenthAmendmentCenter.com
7- LiveFreeNow.org
8- SaveAmericaFoundation.com
9- NullifyNow.com
10- JPFO.org
11- SHTFplan.com
12- TheSurvivalMom.com
13- USAprepares.com
14- ProjectAvalon.net
15- RuleOfLawRestoration.com
16- FreeManTV.com
17- 911Truth.org
18- 911TruthNews.com
19- ScholarsFor911Truth.org
20- AE911Truth.org
21- PilotsFor911Truth.org
22- Rense.com
23- RenseRadio.com
24- TheIntelHub.com
25- Bilderberg.org

List of Spiritual-Truth Websites
1- QadoshMinistry.com
2- HisConvenantMinistries.org
3- YHWH.com
4- RemnantOfYHWH.com
5- Revelations.org.za
6- YHWHsTruth.org
7- Byt-YHWH.org
8- QuietBuck.com
9- Eliyah.com
10- CoYHWH.com
11- Reluctant-Messenger.com
12- Psyche.com
13- YHWHelohim.org
14- ayahasherayah.org
15- awitness.org
16- MyRedeemerLives.com
17- wwyd.org
18- AssemblyOfTrueIsrael.com
19- EscapeAllTheseThings.com
20- TruthOfYaweh.org
21- yaim.org
22- TwelveTribeTorah.org
23- yrm.org
24- SeekFirst.com
25- BibleGateway.org



List of Health-Truth Websites
1- NaturalNews.com
2- FoodMatters.TV
3- PhoenixTears.ca
4- NaturalHealthNews.blogspot.com
5- Rense.com
6- HealthierTalk.com
7- JonBarron.org
8- DoctorsHealthPress.com
9- NYRNaturalNews.com
10- HealingNews.com
11- FearnNaturalHealth.com
12- NaturalHealthSherpa.com
13- MotherEarthNews.com
14- NaturalHealthStrategies.com
15- All-Natural.com
16- SomaAcupuncture.com
17- NaturalHealthMag.com
18- NaturalSociety.com
19- Naturalpedia.com
20- HealingFoodReference.com
21- SupplementRaference.com
22- NutrientReference.com
23- HonestFoodGuide.org
24- NaturalHealthDossier.com
25- Gerson.org

List of Cannabis-Truth Websites
1- Norml.org
2- CannabisCulture.com (.ca?)
3- JackHerrer.com
4- HighTimes.com
5- WeedFarmer.com
6- Project420.com
7- CannabisHealth.com
8- GrassCity.com
9- Marijuana.com
10- Erowid.org

List of Truth Musicians (Rock)
1- Aimee Allen
2- X/E & the UFO Acid Gods
3- The Last Ditch Stand
4- Sons of Liberty
5- Flowhite
6- Band of Patriots
7- Pokerface



8- Fish Hat Pope
9- Cog
10- Luca Zanna
11- Jordan Page
12- Megadeth
13- Gamma Ray
14- Canned Heat
15- A Perfect Circle
16- Flobots
17- 311
18- The Nightwatch Man
19- Rage Against the Machine
20- (HED) P.E.
21- Krista Branch
22- Red Pill
23- Muse
24- Jeremy Hoop
25- Rise Against

List of Truth Musicians (Rap)
1- Promoe/ Looptroop 
2- Payday Monsanto
3- Jedi Mind Tricks/ Vinnie Paz
4- Paris
5- Immortal Technique
6- Omar Offendum
7- Lowkey
8- Ampkilla
9- Conspirituality
10- Prodigy/ Havok
11- Mobb Deep
12- Beast 1333
13- Sabotage
14- Genocide
15- Conspiracy of Mind
16- Jah Jah
17- Lecrae
18- Chris Geo
19- General Steele
20- Keny Arkana
21- Black the Ripper
22- Charlie Sloth
23- The Narcicyst
24- Skandal
25- Jun Tzu

List of Truth Musicians (Reggae)
1- Half-Pint



2- Marley family
3- Rebelution
4- Slightly Stoopid
5- Michael Franti & Spearhead
6- Livelihood
7- Desmond Foster
8- Stick Figure
9- Sashamon
10- Steel Pulse
11- Niyo Rah
12- Jah Roots
13- High Tide
14- Good Intentions
15- Stone Senses
16- Top Shelf
17- 880 South
18- Pacific Dub
19- Tomorrow's Bad Seeds
20- Mazaya
21- Arden Park Roots
22- Pato B (Jose Dolores)
23- Mystic Roots
24- Uniphi
25- Konshens

List of Truth Musicians (Random)
1- Imani Hekima
2- Labi Siffre
3- Kelvin Rush
4- Gracie Coates
5- Cobra Charlie
6- Maher Zain
7- Phil Ochs
8- Bjork 
9- Lupe Fiasco
10- Juice News
11- Lost Children of Babylon
12- Fliptrix
13- The Four Owls
14- MC Soloman
15- Filfy
16- Kingpin
17- Bizzle
18- Junior the Kid
19- Afu Ra
20- Native Sun
21- Phoenix D



22- MR 13
23- H2O
24- Amy Tru
25- Truth Seekah

List of Political Documentaries
1- Endgame: Blueprint for Global Enslavement
2- Fall of the Republic
3- The Obama Deception
4- Gas Land
5- Zeitgeist 1 & 2
6- Monopoly Men
7- Reflections & Warnings: An interview with Aaron Russo
8- Camp FEMA
9- Don't Tread On Me
10- Shadow Government
11- Mafaa 21
12- The World According to Monsanto
13- Eye of the Phoenix
14- Washington, You're Fired!
15- Farmageddon
16- The Secret of Oz
17- United We Fall
18- TerrorStorm
19- One Mainframe to Rule Them All
20- Loose Change: Final Cut
21- Freedom to Fascism
22- Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch's War on Journalism
23- Iraq for Sale: The War Profiteers
24- Thrive: What on Earth will it take?
25- What in the World are They Spraying? & Why in the World are They Spraying

List of Philosophical Documentaries
1- Beyond Our Differences
2- Can We Live by Reason Alone?
3- Enemies of Reason
4- Jesus Camp
5- Religulous
6- Root of All Evil
7- The 2012 Enigma
8- The God Who Wasn't There
9- The Law of One
10- The Pharmacratic Inquisition
11- The Trouble With Atheism
12- Waking Life
13- Why Are We Here?
14- Entheogen: Awakening the Divine Within
15- the Secret



16- Seven Years in Tibet
17- The Code
18- Geomusic
19- DNA: Pirates of the Sacred Spiral
20- Kymatica
21- The Man from Earth
22- Peaceful Warrior
23- Crossing the Event Horizon
24- Buddha Boy
25- TROM (The Reality Of Me)

List of Health Documentaries
1- Food Matters
2- All Jacked Up
3- Food Inc.
4- Can't Stop Eating
5- Run from the Cure
6- Seeds of Freedom
7- Money Talks: Profits Before Patient Safety
8- Super Size Me
9- The Beautiful Truth
10- The Fluoride Deception
11- The Truth About Vitamins
12- Vaccine Nation
13- When Food Kills
14- The Future of Food
15- Generation Rx
16- The Business of Being Born
17- The Origins of AIDS
18- Scientists Under Attack
19- The Real Dirt on Farmer John
20- Food Fight
21- All in this Tea
22- The Price of Sugar
23- King Corn
24- Our Daily Bread
25- The World According to Monsanto

List of Random Documentaries
1- Shoah
2- Land Without Bread
3- Living Russia/ The Man with a Camera
4- Triumph of the Will
5- Night and Fog
6- Harlan County U.S.A
7- The Atomic Cafe
8- Babies
9- A Brief History of Time



10- Broken Rainbow
11- Devil's Playground
12- Earth
13- 500 Years Later
14- 500 Nations
15- Freakonomics
16- Gaza Strip
17- Ghosts of Cite Soleil
18- Good Hair
19- The Gleaners & I
20- The Thin Blue Line
21- Sex Slaves
22- Into the Abyss
23- Exit through the Gift Shop
24- Waiting for “Superman”
25- Auschwitz: The Nazi Final Solution

List of Organizations
1- We Are Change
2- Freedom Force International
3- Oath Keepers
4- Food Not Bombs
5- Students for Liberty
6- Mothers for Peace
7- Peace Now
8- American Peace Society
9- International Alert
10- Interpeace
11- Coffee Strong
12- War Resisters League
13- Veterans for Peace
14- U.S. Military Officers for 9/11 Truth
15- Actors and Artists for 9/11 Truth
16- Scientists for 9/11 Truth
17- Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth
18- Firefighters for 9/11 Truth
19- Intelligence Officers for 9/11 Truth
20- Scholars for 9/11 Truth
21- Pilots for 9/11 Truth
22- Medical Professionals for 9/11 Truth
23- Political Leaders for 9/11 Truth
24- Lawyers for 9/11 Truth
25- Veterans for 9/11 Truth

List of Globalist Organizations
1- Council on Foreign Relations
2- Trilateral Commission
3- Bilderberg Group



4- Royal Institute of International Affairs
5- Club of Rome
6- Committee of 300
7- Rand Corporation
8- Free Masons
9- Illuminati
10- Shriners
11- World Health Organizations
12- United Nations
13- The World Bank
14- International Monetary Fund
15- Interpol
16- Skull and Bones
17- World Council of Churches
18- The Bohemian Club
19- Rockefeller Foundation/ Institute/ Brother's Fund
20- Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
21- Greenpeace
22- European Union
23- Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
24- Ford Foundation
25- World Health Organization

List of Globalist Corporations
1- Raytheon
2- Boeing
3- Sony
4- Walmart
5- McDonald's
6- Facebook
7- Microsoft
8- Apple
9- General Motors
10- General Mills
11- Nike
12- Kraft
13- Tyson
14- J.P. Morgan Chase
15- Citi Bank/ Citi Group
16- Bank of America
17- Proctor & Gamble
18- Simon & Schuster
19- News Corporation
20- Clear Channel
21- Viacom
22- Visa
23- Master Card
24- Google



25- Twitter
26- Exxon Mobil
27- Vitol
28- Sinopec
29- Chevron
30- Samsung Group
31- Toyota Motors
32- Fannie Mae
33- Cisco
34- AT&T
35- Verizon
36- Hewlett-Packard (HP)
37- Dell
38- Intel
39- General Electric
40- Disney
41- PepsiCo
42- Coca-Cola Company
43- Nestle
44- Wells Fargo
45- ING Group
46- Oracle Corporation
47- Time Warner 
48- Berttlesman
49- Royal Dutch Shell
50- BP/ British Petroleum

List of Globalist Individuals
1- David Rockefeller & family
2- Evelyn Rothschild & family
3- European Royal Families
4- Zbigniew Brzenzinski
5- Henry Kissinger
6- Donald Rumsfeld
7- Bush family
8- Barrack Obama
9- Mitt Romney
10- Clinton family
11- George Soros
12- Henry Kravis
13- Rupert Murdoch
14- Paul Volker
15- Peter Sutherland
16- Timothy Geithner
17- Bill Gates
18- Ted Turner
19- Allan Greenspan
20- Ben Bernanke



21- Paul Wolfowitz
22- Maurice Strong
23- Richard Haas
24- James Wolfensohn
25- Rick Perry

List of Recurring Federal Officials
1- Henry Kissinger
2- Zbiniew Brzenzinski
3- Dick Cheney
4- Bush family
5- Kennedy family
6- John Walters
7- Rockefeller family
8- Douglas Lute
9- Gil Sperling
10- John Dingel
11- Donald Rumsfeld
12- Daniel Inovye
13- John Conyers
14- Bill Young
15- Patrick Leahy
16- Max Baucus
17- Tom Harkin
19- George Miller
20- Henry Waxman
21- Robert Byrd
22- Ted Stephens
23- Joe Biden
24- Pete Domernici
25- Ernest Hollings

List of Obama Supporters (Past & Present)
1- Bill Clinton
2- Jimmy Carter
3- Harry Reid
4- Nancy Pelosi
5- Rahm Emanuel
6- Pat Quinn
7- Wesley Clark
8- Richard M. Daley
9- John Corzin
10- Bill Gates
11- David Geffen
12- Keven Liles
13- Michael Lynton
14- Marissa Mayer
15- Eric Schmidt



16- Warren Buffet
17- Panned Parenthood
18- Sheryl Sandberg
19- Steve Westly
20- James Sinegal
21- Jeff Brotman
22- Richard Danzig
23- Paul Eaton
24- Richard Clark
25- Newt Gingrich

List of Tyranny-supporting Bills/Laws
1- The Patriot Acts 1 & 2
2- Food Safety and Modernization Act
3- No Child Left Behind Act
4- Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
5- Real ID Act
6- Cap and Trade
7- Dodd-Frank Bill
8- Car Allowance Rebate System/ Cash for Clunkers
9- American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
10- National Defense Authorization Act
11- ObamaCare
12- Bailouts/ TARP/Etc
13- Federal Reserve Act
14- Social Security Act
15- Emergency Economic Stabilization Act
16- Executive Order 10987
17- Executive Order 10990
18- Executive Order 10995
19- Executive Order 10998
20- Executive Order 11000
21- Executive Order 11001
22- Executive Order 11002
23- Executive Order 11003
24- Executive Order 11004
25- Executive Order 11005

List of Hollywood/ Illuminati Music Corporations
1- Roc-A-Fella Records 
2- Warner Music Group
3- EMI
4- Sony BMG
5- Universal Music Group
6- Polygram
7- Disney Music Group
8- Island/ Def Jam
9- Aftermath



10- Epic
11- Motown
12- Atlantic
13- Cash Money Billionaire Records
14- Young Money Entertainment
15- Artista
16- Columbia Records
17- Jive Records
18- RCA Records
19- Roc Nation
20- Legacy Recordings
21- Blue Note Label Group
22- Capitol Music Group
23- EMI Christian Music Group
24- Zomba Music group
25- Interscope

List of Preparation items
1- Food
2- Water/ Purifier
3- Firearms/ Ammunition/ Etc
4- Clothing
5- First Aid Kit
6- Medicine
7- Nutritional Supplements
8- Medical Supplies
9- Energy Generator
10- Light Bulbs (non-CFL)
11- Candles
12- Flashlights
13- Batteries
14- (Shortwave) Radio
15- Compass
16- Maps/ Google Map Printouts
17- Paper/ Notebooks
18- Office Supplies
19- Exercise Supplies
20- Gold/ Silver/ Precious Metals
21- Cash/ Foreign Currencies
22- Books/ Reading Materials
23- Art Supplies
24- Musical Instruments
25- Bikes
26- Blankets/ Towels
27- Pillows
28- Baby Supplies
29- Hygiene Products/ Toiletries 
30- Feminine Hygiene Products



31- Fire-starting Supplies
32- Firewood/ Fire Pit
33- Tent
34- Sleeping Bag
35- Backpack
36- Books/DVDs/Magazines
37- Bibles
38- Seeds (heirloom/ non-modified)
39- Shovels & other tool
40- Barter Items 
41- Cigarettes/ Alcohol/ Coffee
42- Gas/ Oil/ Propane
43- Livestock
44- Hunting Gear
45- Military Gear
46- Communication Items
47- Sight Enhancement (binoculars/ scopes/ etc)
48- Knives/ Sharpeners
49- Multi-tools
50- Kitchen Utensils
51- Grill/ Propane/ Fuel Source
52- Campers
53- Toys & Games
54- Playing Cards
55- Sporting Goods
56- Kayak/ Canoe/ Small Boat
57- Fishing Gear
58- Ponchos/ Umbrella
59- Pet Products
60- Boots/ Snow Shoes
61- Sandbags
62- Construction Supplies
63- Wire/ Barbed Wire
64- Pepper Spray
65- Gas Masks/ Canisters
66- Wood-Burning Stoves
67- Heaters
68- Rope
69- Paint/ Spray Paint
70- Wood/ nails
71- Tires/ Air Pump
72- Wheel Burrow
73- Survival Kits
74- Typewriter/ Manual Printer
75- Computer Products
76- Manual Clock/ Sundial
77- Cameras/ Camcorders
78- Fireproof Safes
79- Grain Grinder



80- Water-Collection Barrel
81- Alcohol Stove
82- Sunglasses 
83- Whistle
84- Insect Repellent
85- Duct Tape
86- Safety Pins
87- Mirror
88- Fishing Line
89- Scalpel
90- Fishing Hooks & Sinkers
91- Plastic Bags
92- Sewing Kits
93- Antibiotics/ Probiotics
94- Salt
95- Sandbags
96- Magnifying Glass
97- Wire Saw
98- Star Chart
99- Machete
100- Tire Patch Kit
101- Calculator
102- Aluminum Foil
103- Buckets
104- Vehicle Tool Kit
105- Filters Straw
106- Flares
107- Snake Bite/ Venom Kit
108- Crow Bar
109- Super Glue/ Epoxy/ Etc
110- Thermometer
111- Vaseline
112- Folding Scissors
113- Door Lock
114- Pain Reliever
115- Antihistamine
116- Condoms
117- Intestinal Sedative
118- Tea Kit
119- Sun Block
120- Hand Sanitizer
121- Tarps
122- Telephone change
123- Small Transistor Radio
124- Survival Cards
125- Leather Gloves
126- Plastic Gloves
127- Head Lamp
128- Burn Cream



129- Lip Balm
130- Eye pads
131- Ammonia Inhalants
132- Cold Pack
133- Non-Electric Can Opener
134- Medicine Dropper
135- Shut-off Wrench (for house)
136- Fire Extinguisher
137- Pliers
138- Disinfectant
139- Work Boots
140- Household Chlorine Bleach
141- Legal Documents/ Important Numbers
142- Family Records
143- Canteen
144- Trash Bags
145- Firearm Cleaning Kit
146- Cloth Tape
147- Purification Tablets
148- Bulletproof Vests/ Helmet
149- Tactical Vest
150- Transportation 

List of Health Books
1- Can We Live 150 Years?/ Mikhail Tombak
2- Cure the Incurable/ Mikhail Tombak
3- Green for Life/ Victoria Boutenko
4- Green Smoothie Revolution/ Victoria Boutenko
5- The Seven Pillars of Health/ Donald Colbert
6- Timeless Secrets of Health and Rejuvenation/ Andres Mortiz
7- Perfect Health/ Deepak Chopra
8- How to Live Forever/ Barry Burnett
9- Health and Nutrition Secrets/ Russel Blaylock
10- Health and Education/ Charles Kingsley
11- The End of Illness/ David Agus
12- The Life Plan/ Jeffery Life
13- 8 Weeks to Optimum Health/ Andrew Weil
14- The Miracle of Breath/ Andy Caponigro
15- The Chi Revolution/ Bruce Frantzis
16- Dragon and Tiger Qigong/ Bruce Frantzis
17- Opening the Energy Gates of Your Body/ Bruce Frantzis
18- The Way of Qigong/ Kenneth Cohen
19- Eat, Drink, and be Healthy/ Walter Willett
20- Chi Running & Chi Walking/ Danny Dreyer
21- Yoga Beneath the Surface/ David Hurwitz 
22- The Yoga of Breath/ Richard Rosen
23- Super Health/ Steven Pratt
24- Total Renewal/ Frank Lipman



25- Reflexology/ Inge Dougans

List of Political Books
1- The Revolution: A Manifesto/ Ron Paul
2- End the Fed/ Ron Paul
3- Confessions of an Economic Hit Man/ John Perkins
4- Behold a Pale Horse/ William Cooper
5- Tragedy & Hope/ Carrol Quigly
6- None Dare Call It A Conspiracy/ Garry Allen
7- The Resistance Manifesto/ Mark Dice
8- The New World Order: Facts and Fiction/ Mark Dice
9- Behind the Green Mask: U.N. Agenda 21/ Rosa Koire
10- Bloodlines of the Illuminati/ Fritz Springmeier
11- The Fluoride Deception/ Christopher Bryson
12- Excitotoxins: The Taste that Kills/ Russell Blaylock
13- The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America/ Charlotte Iserbyt
14- They Own it All (Including You!)/ Ronald MacDonald
15- Shadow Government/ Jeffery Smith
16- Seeds of Deception/ Jeffery Smith
17- Controlling the Human Mind/ Nick Begich
18- Rise of the Fourth Reich/ Jim Marrs
19- The Case Against Fluoride/ Paul Connet
20- Eco-Tyranny/ Brian Sussman
21- Fleshing out Skull & Bones/ Kris Millegan
22- America's Secret Establishment/ Antony Suttons
23- Angels Don't Play this HAARP/ Nick Begich
24- Dead Wrong/ Richard Belzer
25- Human Race Get Off Your Knees/ David Icke

List of Philosophy Books
1- The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci
2- A Code of Jewish Ethics/ Joseph Telushkin
3- The Wisdom of Solitude
4- To Life!/ Harold Kushner
5- Zen in the Martial Arts/ Joe Hyams
6- The Warrior Within/ John Little
7- The Golden Age of Zen/ John Wu
8- The Mirror of Zen/ Boep Joeng
9- My Spiritual Journey/ The Dalai Cama
10- Escape from the Land of Snows/ Stephen Talty
11- Understanding the Dead Sea Scrolls/ Hershel Shanks
12- The Great Theft/ Abou El Fadl
13- God in the Wilderness/ Jamie Korngold
14- Taking the Leap/ Pema Chodron
15- Mindfulness Yoga/ Frank Boccio
16- Quiet Meditation/ Susan Piver
17- Taking the Path of Zen/ Robert Aitken
18- Open to Desire/ Mark Epstein



19- Zen Baggage/ Bill Porter
20- Untrain Your Parrot/ Elizabeth Hamilton
21- Peace is Every Step/ Thich Nhat Hamb
22- It's Up to You/ Dzigar Kongtrul
23- Each Moment is the Universe/ Dainin Katagiri
24- An End to Suffering/ Pankaj Mishra
25- The Zen of Creativity

List of Random Books
1- Tao of Jeet Kune Do/ Bruce Lee
2- Bruce Lee's Fighting Method: Complete Edition/ Bruce Lee
3- Bruce Lee Library Collection/ John Little & Bruce Lee
4- SAS Survival Handbook/ John Wiseman
5- The Essential Wild Food Survival Guide/ Linda Runyon
6- The Complete Guide to Sprouting/ Steve Meyerowitz
7- Gaia's Garden/ Chelsea Green
8- Black's Law Dictionary: 9th Edition
9- The Art of War/ Sun Tzu
10- Morals & Dogma/ Albert Pike
11- 100 Ways to Motivate Yourself
12- Awaken the Giant Within/ Anthony Robbins
13- Mind over Money/ Ilya Alexi
14- Fearless/ Steve Chandler
15- Outwitting the Devil/ Napoleon Hill
16- Think and Grow Rich/ Napoleon Hill
17- Nickel and Dimed/ Barbara Ehrenreich
18- On Writing/ Stephen King
19- A Brief History of Time/ Stephen Hawking
20- Physics of the Future/ Michio Kaku
21- Future Agenda/ Tim Jones
22- The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich/ William Shirer
23- Why We Can't Wait/ Martin Luther King Jr.
24- America's Nazi Secret/ John Loftus
25- The Anglo-American Establishment/ Carrol Quigly

50 Proofs of a Conspiracy
1- Private banks loan the U.S its own money, with interest
2- “The merger of state and corporate powers is fascism.” -Mussolini
3- Powerful families from 100+ years ago still control policies
4- The wealthiest men in the world are relatively unknown
5- Things have consistently gotten worse the last 50+ years
6- Things get worse regardless of which political party is in power
7- Politicians, corporations, and media all tell lies and get away with it
8- Corporations that supported Hitler are still around today (and on top)
9- Power breeds corruption, absolute power breeds absolute corruption
10- China has killed more people in the last 50 years than Hitler did, without U.S outcry
11- The United States supports and uses torture
12- We have private, for-profit, prisons all around the United States



13- Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Bush, and Obama all supported gun control
14- Hitler based his eugenics policy off of U.S policies
15- Men are in Washington D.C who were there during the Vietnam War, 50 years ago
16- The “War on Terror” has lasted longer than the Vietnam War
17- Hitler, Nero, and many other dictators have all used “false flag” attacks
18- The Gulf of Tonkin incident, which led to Vietnam, was a false flag attack
19- 9/11, which led to the “war on terror,” was a false flag attack
20- The Patriot Act was extended under both Bush and Obama
21- The TSA, pat-downs, and DNA-altering body scanners
22- Hitler and other tyrants all attempted to restrict travel
23- The TSA is an open invitation for perverts, pedophiles, control freaks, etc
24- Pharmaceutical corporations make $500 billion per year selling drugs
25- There is no profit in health, but disease is big business
26- There is no profit in cheap energy, but there is in oil
27- The Rockefeller (oil) family is one of the wealthiest in the world
28- Citizens get blamed for “global warming” when corporations pollute far more
29- Carbon dioxide is natural, plants breath it, our bodies need it
30- Carbon dioxide can be used to tax anyone for anything, even breathing
31- Al Gore owns the company “carbon credits” would be bought from
32- The earth has been getting cooler, not warmer, for years now
33- BP and Halliburton have received no real punishment for the oil spill
34- Corporations and government both lie about there being an oil shortage
35- Corporations and government both profit from price manipulation
36- Even the slightest cost increase hurts those living in poverty
37- More is spent on war than education
38- Every level of government gets away with corruption
39- The wealth of the top 3 corporations alone could end poverty
40- Corporations are more powerful than entire nations
41- Schools have not gotten better in 100 years, even with the internet
42- Depression levels are at all-time highs
43- Unemployment levels are at all-time highs
44- Toxic (industrial) waste products are added to our food and water supplies
45- Legal pills kill more people each year than gun violence
46- Media is flooded with subliminal messages to alter our thinking
47- Globalism (1-world government) is blatantly supported by media
48- Hitler wanted a 1-world government and so do governments today
49- Many high-ranking officials use the phrase “new world order”
50- We are told by officials that there is no “new world order” and we are crazy if we think there is

Signs of a Healthy Civilization
1- Low poverty rates
2- Low violent crime rates
3- Low unemployment rates
4- Low prison population
5- Low military budget
6- Low tax rates
7- Low cost for life essentials (food, shelter, energy, etc)
8- Low government corruption rates



9- Low education costs
10- Low disease rates
11- Easy and cheap access to accurate information
12- Privacy for citizens and little privacy for government
13- Many freedoms for citizens, few for government
14- Citizen rights are often protected and seldom infringed upon
15- No unfair taxes (income, death, living, etc)
16- Citizens have full rights to the fruits of their labor
17- Taxes support education far more than war/wastefulness
18- Citizens are educated on health
19- Toxins are not added to the air, food, water
20- Advanced technologies are supported, not suppressed
21- Citizens have more power & rights than corporations
22- Elections are held often and term-limits are strict
23- Money can not buy political power
24- Authorities are peace officers, not political puppets
25- Citizens are generally happy and healthy

Keys to a Successful Charity/ Money-Raising Event
1- Give something, whether a radio show, prizes, concert, etc
2- Keep quality as a top priority
3- Show exactly what the money is being used for
4- Accept non-money donations
5- Be a man of character and credibility, another sign of quality
6- Deal with potential problems before they become real problems
7- Ask for donations seldom and only when really needed
8- Do everything possible to make sure the event goes well
9- Deal with problems as they arise, adapt throughout the event
10- Analyze all available options to the best of your ability
11- Be yourself, don't try to fool people
12- Don't make promises you can't keep
13- Don't blame others for your mistakes
14- Advertise the event before it happens
15- Remain calm and collective under pressure

“Community Binder” notes
1- Fully free and online
2- Used to buy, sell, trade, organize events, publicize organizations, etc
3- Every citizen gets their own profile page
4- Basic and advanced search options
5- Unlimited picture uploads for postings
6- Can be used as an online store with unlimited postings
7- Contact information on profile pages
8- Search by person, product, business, location, etc
9- Customizable website layout for all members
10- Total networking website (not just for “social” purposes)

Centralized Truth Website Features



1- MP3 streaming/ downloads
2- Music videos
3- Random user videos
4- Documentaries and trailers
5- Blogs
6- Forums (links?)
7- Petitions
8- Endorsement letters/ videos
9- Social networking
10- News/ articles
11- Online store for local businesses and individuals
12- E-books/ recommended reading/ reviews
13- Job postings (hiring and looking to be hired)
14- Events of various kinds
15- Mass letter templates for many issues
16- Local business location map
17- Donations/ money bombs
18- List of murdered truthers/ whistle-blowers
19- Quotes relating to political and non-political issues
20- Online radio streaming
21- Band member listings/ gig listings
22- Dating for truthers
23- Politician/running- politician profiles/biographies
24- Legal/ law information
25- Chat rooms/ debate rooms

Goals Brainstorm
1- Tear down FEMA concentration camp walls & use as housing
2- Seize corporate assets ($ to government, buildings to public, equipment auctioned)
3- Publicly appointed police
4- Free high-speed internet
5- Alternative energy support rather than suppression
6- Bike paths along all major roads (with divider wall)
7- Ban fluoride for water, toothpaste, rat poison, etc
8- Ban all excitotoxins from food & drinks (MSG, aspartame, etc)
9- Ban genetically modified foods & crops
10- Ban all toxic prescription pills 
11- No camping restrictions for public land
12- No limits for how many people can live in one house
13- No taxes/ restrictions for building on your own land
14- No taxes/ restrictions for churches that discuss politics
15- No minimum wage for non-corporate/ local businesses
16- No restrictions for home-based businesses
17- No taxes for working minors
18- No taxes for people living in poverty
19- No central bank of any kind (Federal Reserve)
20- Tax reductions for volunteers



21- No tax-funded recreation centers
22- Establishment of donation-based libraries
23- Free TV channels for the public to use
24- No restrictions on advertising
25- No restrictions on gambling/ fighting for consenting adults
26- End the illegal wars
27- End the drug wars
28- End government/corporate involvement in drug production/ smuggling
29- End government/ corporate involvement in sex slavery & trafficking
30- Ban lobbyists/ corporate political donations
31- Require all political donors/ donations to be public
32- No firearm bans for all conventional firearms
33- No restrictions for non-corporate farmers
34- No corporate advertising on school property
35- No corporate food products sold by schools to students
36- No requirements for students to carry identification
37- No camera systems on school property
38- No truancy laws (which force indoctrination)
39- No school taxes for tax-payers without children
40- Make social security optional
41- No automatic taxes (income tax) on people's labor
42- Ban CPS from robbing kids from parents without public trial
43- Fully-public trials for all citizens being charged by government
44- All jurors must be made public before trial begins
45- No time limits for defendants
46- No limits on what evidence may be presented
47- No warrant-less wiretaps
48- No warrant-less searches of digital or physical property
49- No restriction on filming police or politicians, day or night
50- No mounted surveillance systems on public property
51- Ban chemical trails or any other atmospheric spraying operations
52- Ban naked body scanners at all airports or other locations
53- No restrictions/requirements for protests on public property
54- No restrictions/requirements for begging on public property
55- No restrictions/requirements for citizens filming on public property
56- No security checkpoints on public property
57- No bans on concealed or open carry of all firearms/ edged weapons
58- No bans on travel of any kind
59- No “immunity laws” for government/ government officials
60- No secret meetings of any kind for politicians
61- No citizen assassinations of any kind
62- No torture of any kind, no excuses
63- No trial-less convictions for U.S citizens or foreigners
64- No death penalty (false convictions can never be reversed)
65- No holding citizens without an immediate court hearing
66- No private or for-profit prisons of any kind
67- No restrictions on prison visitation or inmate interviews
68- No charging inflated prices for inmates (especially food, phone, essentials, etc)
69- No restrictions on reading materials for inmates



70- No forced labor of any kind for citizens or criminals
71- No restrictions on what a man may eat, regardless of location
72- No restrictions on home gardens
73- No restrictions on collecting rain water
74- No restrictions on owning non-endangered animals
75- No restrictions on hunting animals on private property
76- No census questions other than number of people
77- No mandatory identification cards of any kind
78- No bans on vitamin supplements of any kind
79- No carbon taxes of any kind
80- No corporate-government conflicts of interest of any kind
81- No police/military with a history of violent crime
82- No restrictions on religious beliefs/ expression
83- No restrictions on self-expression in public (including nudity/breast feeding)
84- No organ harvesting from dead or living
85- No no-bid contracts (especially for military contractors)
86- No restrictions on how many children you may have
87- No mandatory medical screenings/ procedures
88- No mandatory vaccinations of any kind (especially for kids)
89- No tolls/ restrictions of any kind for all public roads
90- No fees for mandatory government services (DMV, passports, court, etc)
91- No laws which go against the U.S Constitution (the supreme law of the land)
92- No restrictions on what crop a farmer may grow
93- No restrictions on self-defense (especially on personal property)
94- No restrictions on swimming in public waters
95- No “non-public/private” government land
96- No hoarding mass amounts of land (Rockefeller family)
97- No releasing genetically modified animals into the wilderness
98- No human testing without consent
99- No secret medical or military facilities
100- No weapons in outer space

Actions Brainstorm
1- Truth education/ Acquire knowledge
2- Get healthy mentally and physically
3- Stock up on important resources (food, medicine, gas, etc)
4- Learn survival skills/ other useful skills/ improve yourself
5- Adapt to eating small meals (healthy in any situation)
6- Boycott corporations and their products
7- Cancel your cable/dish television services
8- Don't buy toxic food for you or your family
9- Home school your kids
10- Don't take prescription pills of any kind
11- Study & use alternative medicine
12- Talk to family, friends, and strangers about important issues
13- Post signs in your yard/ on your house
14- Put informational bumper stickers on your car/ other property
15- Open carry firearms



16- Wear informational clothing
17- Start a blog or video blog
18- Make informational art or music
19- Make a short or long documentary video
20- Distribute documentaries made by you or other truthers
21- Join a truth organization
22- Volunteer for something, anything
23- Donate unneeded possessions
24- Move out of the cities
25- Ride bikes/ walk more and drive cars less
26- Get a diesel engine (designed to run on vegetable oil in the first place)
27- Start a home or community garden
28- Car pool
29- Hold block parties to strengthen your community
30- Hold a charity event of some kind
31- Don't wear clothing with corporate/designer logos on them
32- Don't listen to corporate music/news/radio/etc
33- Get rid of all or most of your TV sets/ don't watch TV
34- Start getting your news from alternative sources
35- Buy non-fiction books, read them, share what you learn
36- Don't get chemotherapy (radiation “therapy”)
37- Try eating healthy before getting organs removed
38- Close your corporate bank account/ join a credit union
39- Sell your stocks/ bonds and buy gold/silver/precious metals
40- Attend protests or start your own
41- Protest corporations, politicians, military, elite universities, etc
42- Protest at homes in addition to headquarters
43- Protest inside of public buildings
44- Protest at prisons and courthouses
45- Protest along major roads and highways (not on the road)
46- Form community projects to help people living in poverty
47- Form community projects to improve the ghettos
48- Form community projects to improve the environment
49- Pick up litter even if you didn't put it there
50- Don't litter or pollute
51- Support endangered animals
52- Sign petitions/ ask other people to sign petitions
53- Write letters/ ask other people to write letters
54- Meet with politicians as an individual or group
55- Carry a video camera at all times to film police/politicians
56- Learn and memorize your rights
57- Study the law and the U.S Constitution
58- Join a militia and not the Federal Military
59- Study the martial arts to better defend yourself and others
60- Don't commit violent crimes or otherwise harm citizens
61- Don't join any violent gangs
62- If you graffiti, then tag meaningful messages (or use chalk to write on public property)
63- Offer to help local business owners for free
64- Join a church and actually contribute something useful



65- Lead by example
66- Find ways to help the homeless/orphans
67- Conduct independent investigations on whatever interests you
68- Become a whistle-blower/ lead secret documents
69- Visit a third world country and film what you see
70- Teach yourself, your family, and your friends how to be self-sufficient
71- Plant more trees
72- Go camping/ hiking more often
73- Don't spray toxic chemicals on your yard
74- Join environmental organizations
75- Research organizations before joining/supporting them
76- Form your own organization
77- Run for public office/sheriff
78- Become a police officer
79- If in the military, join Oath Keepers
80- Talk to military veterans
81- Help military veterans (many suffer from depression/ PTSD)
82- Help the families of past and present soldiers
83- Help people living in poverty
84- Help people of a different race/ religion than you
85- Don't ask for anything in return for your help
86- Live a loving and peaceful life
87- Don't fall for peer pressure, stay true to your values
88- Study philosophy and quotes
89- Teach your children the definition and benefits or virtues
90- Become a teacher in school or otherwise
91- Become a writer
92- Make your own website
93- Start an organization at your school
94- Hold meetings/ events at your local library
95- Don't snitch on fellow citizens for victimless crimes
96- Study propaganda so you'll know it when you see it
97- Teach your children to watch out for propaganda/ subliminal messages
98- Join the PTA at your child's school
99- Talk to your neighbors/ strangers
100- Help build a strong and sympathetic community
101- Buy used cars rather than new cars
102- Attend town hall meetings
103- Start a local business
104- Buy more from local businesses & individuals
105- Become a mentor
106- Pass out fliers/ pamphlets made by you or others
107- Post digital fliers/pamphlets to the internet/ social network sites
108- Study and support alternative energy
109- Invest in local businesses rather than corporations
110- Make the most of storefront windows
11- Form local business unions
112- Form home school unions
113- Change school policies



114- Form schools out of people's homes
115- Follow local, state, and federal politics
116- Form community groups within schools
117- Form workout/ health groups for the community
118- Start environmental projects
119- Hold local book fairs/ donate books
120- Make & wear your own T-shirts (with truth slogans)
121- Hold public film showing
122- Hold public truth concerts
123- Support your local farmer's market
124- Organize bus trips
125- Bike/walk more and drive less

Notes from “Change Up the System”
1- We can be selfish or successful, but not both
2- The things we think we own end up owning us
3- Buying/shopping can be an addiction fueled by something inside us
4- We destroy ourselves through self-deception
5- Good thoughts and actions are the keys to happiness
7- Happiness is all in the mind
8- By helping others we also help ourselves
9- All of us have something we can give
10- One of the most common problems is lack of communication
11- We should take lessons when offered, but also find meanings for ourselves
12- Simple listening can solve many problems
13- Individuals make easy targets, but not when many individuals join together
14- Faith is more than believing, it is proving you believe through your actions
15- Do what you know is right, even when everyone else tells you that you're wrong
16- One of the most common causes of unhappiness is comparing yourself to others
17- From birth to death, messages constantly tell us how to be, often subliminally
18- You can't defend against a threat you don't know exists
19- You can't win a war you don't know you're fighting
20- Television is one of the greatest sources of evil in this world
21- Television can mold our thoughts without us even knowing it (subliminal messages)
22- Even most religious folks put TV before their God
23- Most people are addicted to TV, but few will admit it to themselves or others
24- TV addictions can ruin your life as much as any drug
25- Time is our most valuable resource, and TV robs us of it
26- Every one of us has the power to change things
27- If we don't kill the system, the system will kill us
28- Everything in our society is there to poison our bodies and minds
29- We have the power to do whatever we set our minds to
30- We are quickly approaching the point of no return, but we can still change things
31- The men in control are geniuses, but they are not all-powerful
32- The men in control rule by using divide and conquer above all else
33- Unity will lead to a New Enlightenment, division to a New Dark Ages
34- By neglecting others we also neglect ourselves
35- For us to have something, we must start helping those who have nothing



36- Mental challenges are oftentimes more difficult than physical ones
37- Realizing you are brainwashed is sometimes all you need to snap out of it
38- It is far easier to avoid disaster than to get out of it
39- Everybody is capable of finding solutions
40- To build something great we must start at the bottom and build up
41- The youth are the foundation of civilizations
42- Parents and schools are the greatest influences on the youth
43- Adults are largely the result of their childhoods
44- The deeper something is ingrained, the harder it is to change
45- Our education systems are controlled by the same men controlling television
46- Lower-level employees of the education system are just useful pawns
47- No school boards or principals have more power than organized parents
48- Parent-teacher associations are the people in change or most school events
49- Book fairs would be better based on donations rather than corporations
50- Book fairs could sell far more than just books, if based on parent donations
51- Most people own books they will never read again that others could benefit from
52- Most school gardens don't grow edible food when they easily could
53- Most school land consists of relatively useless grass that could be better used
54- Schools could teach real health rather than hold fund-raisers for bogus charities
55- School meals are complete junk food, regardless of grade level
56- Eating healthy food improves our ability to think and focus on work
57- Habits you pick up as a kid usually last into adulthood
58- The more damage you do over time, the harder it is to reverse the damage
59- Kids should get healthy lunches from parents rather than junk food from schools
60- Parents are paying money to feed their kids toxic food
61- Gordon Food Service provides schools most of their food
62- Pepsi-Co and Coca-Cola Company control most school vending machines
63- Big businesses are profiting from poisoning our children
64- All school contracts should be open-bid contracts, available to the public
65- Monopoly means you have no real competition for your products/services
66- Those in control of a monopoly put money before all else
67- Businesses working with schools get their money from taxpayers
68- School officials get paid off just like any other officials
69- Schools need to provide healthy food at affordable prices to all students
70- Healthy food prices are high because junk food supplies are so high
71- To lower healthy food costs we need to raise healthy food supplies
72- School should pay local businesses for food rather than corporations
73- Struggling farmers could greatly benefit from school contracts
74- Advertisements inside schools should be allowed for local businesses, but not corporations
75- Schools should host regular local business fairs
76- Parent-Teacher Associations will be necessary for improving our schools
77- Schools are the main factors in the “education system,” but they don't educate
78- Anyone who believes schools do a good job educating don't know how they operate
79- People are all different, so classes need to be different as well
80- Children learn to love learning only when they can pick what they learn
81- Students learn the same few subjects their entire school career
82- Most people end up with jobs which have nothing to do with “core subjects”
83- There are millions of students, thousands of careers, and 4 core subjects
84- Most subjects can be learned by simply reading books and memorizing facts



85- Children are forced, under threat of law, to waste time on not learning
86- If a person is bored, regardless of age, they will not remember what they are taught
87- There are real causes for why students keep testing worse and worse
88- Lowering testing standards will never raise student intelligence
89- When building anything, we need to always start with a solid foundation
90- The U.S Constitution is the foundation of all other laws
91- Students don't learn the U.S Constitution until 8th grade, and even then not much
92- We are losing our freedoms by not understanding the Constitution
93- If the U.S Constitution is the foundation of the U.S, it should be the foundation of our education
94- The U.S Constitution should be taught to students of every age
95- People are not interested in things they find useless and boring
96- We waste decades of our lives by not learning in school and not working at work
97- English classes should always let students pick their own reading material
98- To make school and learning fun, we must give students the freedom of choice
99- Mature students are capable of teaching, regardless of age
100- The more teachers there are, the faster the students learn
101- Students are currently being set up for failure
102- If we want better students we need better teachers, regardless of age
103- A school's main responsibility is to educate
104- We all must ask ourselves if we trust schools with that responsibility
105- If children were learning properly, adults would be prosperous and not poor
106- We are doomed to failure if this generation does not get things right
107- We need to add students to the teacher workforce
108- An all-adult teacher workforce is simply too expensive to maintain
109- Students should be given credits for each class they teach
110- Student governments should have some real authority over school policies
111- People should not pay taxes for schools if they don't have children
112- Schools should produce more thinkers than workers
113- Students should not be punished for illogical reasons
114- Creative thinking is at the core of all innovations
115- Creative minds are one of the most valuable things a society can possess
116- To inspire creativity, people must not be ridiculed for their ideas
117- It takes countless ideas before you come up with one great idea
118- Schools currently create division instead of unity
119- We need to completely re-design the education system from the bottom up
120- Mature students should be allowed to be teachers; immature ones should not
121- Student council should work closely with Parent-Teacher Organizations
122- People can only learn to be responsible by being given responsibilities
123- Many students want to help, but adults usually say no
124- If adults want to be able to ask for help, they must accept help when it is offered
125- Adults won't be responsible if they never learned responsibility as kids
126- Schools should hold public debates open to both kids and adults
127- Classes should be created based on demand
128- Skills hold real value by themselves, diplomas do not
129- All students should learn to love reading so they will teach themselves
130- The more students that teach themselves, the less teachers are needed
131- Readers can learn anything they want, students can only learn what is taught
132- Kids who love learning grow up to be adults who love learning
133- Kids love things that are fun, so schools should be made fun



134- Class should consist of many talking small groups, rather than one silent group
135- Students should be graded by students as well as teachers
136- Grading should be strictly logical to prevent negative emotions
137- Graded should be based largely on effort
138- Self-pace learning systems produce the greatest results
139- If students are interested in something, they should be credited for their learning
140- Schools should nurture student's natural interests rather than suppress them
141- Education is experimentation
142- It is important to learn about both problems and solutions
143- A central bank loans a nation its own money supply, with interest
144- Any nation using a central bank, by definition, will always be in debt
145- The Federal Reserve is the central bank for the United States
146- A gold standard means the value of the money supply can't surpass the value of gold reserves
147- Inflation is nearly impossible under a gold standard
148- Inflation means there is more money, with each individual dollar losing value
149- Money follows the laws of supply & demand like any other tradable item
150- Deflation occurs when money is taken out of circulation, thus raising each dollar's value
151- Since central banks control the money supply, they also control inflation & deflation rates
152- Central banks can create booms and busts almost entirely at will
153- The U.S Constitution says only Congress may COIN money (i.e gold/silver)
154- Not even Congress is granted the power to print money out of thin air
155- The founding fathers knew full well of the damages which inflation could cause
156- The Federal Reserve Act was written by the elite, for the elite, in complete secrecy
157- The main designers were Rockefeller, Rothschild, and J.P Morgan
158- All the designers had close ties to Rockefeller and Rothschild
159- These men currently have more power than ever before
160- They control the system and the system controls us
161- The systems survives mainly through secrecy and fear
162- They use secrecy so we can't see the real power structure or how it really works
163- They use fear so we remain docile and divided
164- If we overcome apathy and division then we can take the power back
165- Since the Fed was created, it has controlled and destroyed economies (not just in the U.S)
166- The Fed and its controllers created the Great Depression, just as they are doing now
167- Every American central bank in history came about through manipulation and secrecy
168- Central banks consistently create and fund wars around the world
169- Depressions always follow major wars due to the inflation caused by huge money expansions
170- Money buys power, and power is what every tyrant dreams of
171- Money allows you to buy businesses as well as politicians
172- The elite class has a record of centuries (even millenniums) of corruption
173- Put simply, the elite are power-hunger control freaks (psychopaths)
174- The elite will not hesitate to hurt or kill anyone who gets in their way
175- Any freedom of though and/or action is a potential threat to tyrants
176- In the past, tyrants sought to control mainly the body, in the present, mainly the mind
177- The mind controls the body, control the mind and you control the body
178- The current war is as much physical as it is psychological
179- Winning our own mind is winning half the battle
180- The elite are growing more fearful as citizens grow more informed
181- Waking up to the truth is the first step to winning this war
182- One man can not have all the answers, it takes many people united together



183- The entire world is literally a battlefield, and we are constantly under attack
184- We can not win a war we do not know we are involved in
185- Ignoring facts does not change them
186- They key to any great army is great organization
187- We can not win if we stay divided or fight people on the same side as us
188- Our problems are the result of careful and intelligent thinking, so must the solutions be
189- We are in debt to someone, that is who we must go after, not other debtors
190- Anybody in debt becomes a slave for they are forced to work to pay off that debt
191- “Fascism... is the merger of state and corporate powers.” -Benito Mussolini 
192- The United States is, by definition, a fascist nation
193- The elite do not lose anything by killing or controlling citizens, they gain slaves
194- We must always remember that money is only a means to an end
195- Money by itself is absolutely worthless
196- It is only the use of money that has any use
197- The elite choose to use their money to enslave the lower classes
198- If we are to be free, we must find & apply ways to buy back our freedom
199- The elite want to weaken our body, we must strengthen our body
200- The elite want to weaken our mind, we must strengthen our mind
201- If the enemy wants us to be unhealthy, then being healthy is an act of resistance
202- The elite have gained control incrementally, it must be taken back incrementally
203- We must learn from history if we are to change the future
204- The only two possible results of this war are failure or victory
205- It is wise to learn from the wise
206- Individual leaders can be assassinated, but not entire groups leading themselves
207- A leader can only give instructions, so no leader is needed where people guide themselves
208- To be successful, our actions must be both efficient and effective
209- No nation can be called great where homelessness and poverty are widespread
210- There is literally no U.S law in existence which says we must pay income tax
211- The corporations find and thrive off legal loopholes, citizens must do the same
212- Fascist Germany had concentration camps, Fascist America has FEMA camps
213- Most German citizens did not stand against tyranny, most Americans are doing the same
214- Selfishness always leads to slavery
215- If we don't defend others there will soon be no one left to defend us
216- The majority of people joining the military don't have their main reason being patriotism
217- Patriotism means defending the citizens, not just the country
218- Prisons could be used to house the homeless rather than victimless criminals
219- More local businesses would be successful if there were less regulations
220- Regulations always lead to less efficiency
221- We must review and re-write laws from the local to federal level
222- Citizens who are free have the freedom to run a business from their homes for free
223- Minimum wage laws hurt small businesses far more than big corporations
224- Capitalism, true capitalism, means you rise or fall on your own merits
225- Corporatism means the rich get richer and the poor get poorer
226- If a man never sees rewards for his work, he will eventually stop working
227- If a man knows work will eventually lead to success then he will keep working until he succeeds
228- Property tax is a tax on something you already own
229- Where the citizens are well armed and trained, there is little use for a large military
230- The larger the military, the larger the taxes
231- The bigger the government, the bigger the taxes



232- Education should always be funded more than war
233- Nations that invade many countries make many enemies
234- Few people are willing to give up their own life just to attack a nation which did nothing to them
235- When a man loses everything, he loses it
236- A smart nation makes many friends and few enemies
237- Control through force will eventually lead to failure
238- A peace officer is far different from a police officer
239- Many people think of what they do I regards to what their job title is
240- Violent crime decreases when the number of armed citizens increases
241- Tyrants throughout history have brought in foreigners to police citizens
242- United Nations troops swear no allegiance to any nation
243- Sheriffs legally have more authority over their jurisdiction than federal agents do
244- Under the current law, churches lose their tax-exempt status if they discuss politics
245- “Free speech zones” are a direct violation of the U.S. Constitution
246- The Illuminati pyramid and other occult symbols can be found everywhere
247- Dictators throughout history have attacked their own nations, and blamed others, to start wars
248- The United States has used false flag attacks to justify every major war over the last century
249- 9/11 was caused by our own government as justification for the longest war in U.S history
250- Jet fuel does not burn hot enough to melt steel
251- Before 9/11, no steel building in history had every collapsed from fire
252- On 9/11, 3 steel buildings collapsed (officially) from fire, one wasn't even hit by a plane
253- In an explosion, jet fuel would burn up within seconds
254- All 3 towers fell at free-fall speeds
255- Free fall is only possible if the falling object experiences no resistance
256- World Trade Center Towers 1 & 2 had 16 massive vertical steel columns
257- Only a controlled demolition could have eliminated all resistance
258- Only controlled demolitions ensure a building collapses in on itself
259- Nearby buildings were almost completely undamaged
260- Military-grade explosives (nano-thermite) were found in the rubble
261- Nano-thermite is only produced at a few facilities in the whole world
262- It is impossible for men in caves to have created nano-thermite
263- Flight 175, which hit the South Tower, looked more like military aircraft than a commercial one
264- Flight 175 was a gray, unmarked, plane. NO commercial plane fits this description
265- No pane was found where the Pentagon was hit
266- The hole in the Pentagon looks more like a missile blast than a plane hole
267- No plane wings/engine holes were made, and no plane parts were found
268- Not even expert pilots could fly the “official flight path”
269- The alleged hijacker could not even fly a small plane, yet alone a commercial airliner
270- Dick Cheney took over NORAD command on 9/11
271- NORAD was told to stand down when it asked if F-16s should be scrambled
272- Military jets should have been sent within minutes of airliners going off course
273- There is no way cave men could have caused NORAD to stand down
274- Dick Cheney's company, Halliburton, made record profits off of the war
275- Many other corporations also made record profits from the war
276- War means profit if you are in the war industry
277- The war industry is a multi-trillion dollar-a-year industry
278- Leaders of industry also have close ties to Washington & the federal government
279- There is much oil to be gained from the middle east
280- War makes an excellent distraction from other issues



Conspiracy in Theory 
Note: This book examines the world through the eyes of the elite class. The game is world 

domination, there are no rules other than those of nature. The views expressed here are solely for the 
purpose of education and my main political philosophy is that every person has a right to freely express 
their knowledge in a peaceful manner regardless of if it is true or false. I believe that people should be 
allowed to own their own property if they so choose, but I believe that damaging others physical 
property should be illegal. I believe that no man should have to fear his own government robbing 
anyone of their life or property. I believe that “future technologies” like unlimited free energy and 
engines that run on water should be utilized rather than suppressed. I believe that while government can 
not make you happy, it should not make your life harder.

I believe in the free distribution of truth as well as falsehoods. I believe that every man has a 
right to his own thoughts and no authority should be allowed to punish anybody for what they believe 
or who they tell about what they believe. I write this book only in the hopes that one day people around 
the world will learn to think for themselves and see how easily evil can be left to rule if not watched.

I would like to begin by saying that I write this book as a tool for anyone and everyone to learn 
from. In a way, this book is a double-edged sword for all involved. Many people will have no idea of its 
value, others will try to use it foolishly, few will see the deeper meanings which lie right below the 
surface.

Geo-politics changes faster than any human can fully keep track of. Laws change, leaders 
change, technologies change, but a lot of things don't change too often. Nations speak the same 
language, people work the same jobs, the richest men rob the poor, tyrants seek to enslave, and at the 
end of the day nobody sees the systems which have been in place for so many years.

This book is basically a guide written from the perspective of the modern world, but I do not 
really put labels on the real super-powers because I honestly have no idea how much power each player 
actually has. So instead, let's just assume that we currently live in modern America and we have to 
create a world where revolution is least likely. The collective resources are unlimited, there are no 
limits to which strategies or tactics may be used, the amount of force which may be used to achieve 
desirable results is limitless. The game is won when you have reached total control over your 
population of subjects and there no longer exists a significant chance of real revolution.

Strategy is a game of secrets. You never want to let the opponent know what you are planning 
because then the game is up. Until the last decade, the New World Order has kept its existence almost 
entirely unknown and at most only a few people in the public were aware of any dark threat. Since 
9/11, however, citizens across the globe have been waking up to the fact that the men controlling things 
rank higher than the president and that the real puppet masters seek only to enslave people.

We still have time to create our New World Order, but time is running out and the methods 
which served us in the past will not serve us in the future. Unforeseen losses have occurred as a result 
of the internet and the spread of truth. Nonetheless, global control is still a theoretical reality as long as 
some changes are decided upon in an intelligent manner.

First of all, we must recognize that the real threat is not human happiness, it is human freedom. 
We could take away everything a man owns and he will still be happy, but give a man a mansion he can 
not leave and it becomes his prison. Our goal here is not to blatantly harm people and thus show them 
what our real intentions are. If we really want to blind people, then give them so much of everything 
that it becomes easy to ignore the thought of work and virtue.

Our goal is not based on certain rulers, but rather on certain systems. Men can easily be 
replaced, but once a system takes place it can be difficult to change. A system can cause greater damage 



over many years than a person could cause in only a few. The point though is to create a system which 
gains power as time goes on.

When I look at the New World Order, I see a system and not foolish men with foolish desires. 
There can exist the upper and lower classes, but membership into either one can not be based upon 
bloodlines or blood money. For there to be a New World Order there must also be a system which 
destroys inefficiencies. If we suppose that humans are the enemy because they are wasteful parasites 
then we must also assume the destruction of these enemy parasites. But waste knows no wealth, so not 
even the wealthy will be spared by the one world system.

There are two main thoughts which come to mind when I think about the New World Order. 
One is 1984, the other is Brave New World. Both books describe a totalitarian state, but one is 
maintained through physical slavery and the other through mental slavery. I fail to see how those in 
control have so foolishly under-utilized both of these methods, but there is still time to correct mistakes.

Let me get physical slavery out of the way first because it is obviously less intelligent than 
mental slavery. Physical slavery can be based on 1-3 goals: to cause death or torture for their own sake; 
to use forceful methods of behavior modification, or; to use a slave as a source of free labor.

Torture camps are altogether a foolish concept because if other sheep learn about the slaughters 
then an uprising becomes inevitable. Now, I realize that complete secrecy is supposed to be maintained, 
but history has revealed time and time again that black operations can never stay hidden in the dark for 
long.

The unfortunate fact, however, is that every globalist has his own agendas and tactics. 
Oftentimes these tactics blatantly interfere with the bigger plan and sometimes failure comes disguised 
as success. The question of slavery is simply so complex that a single answer will never be found. 
Before we start asking how to enslave people though, we should first ask ourselves what kind of 
enslavement we desire. 

Obviously, a total slavery system controlling both body and mind is preferred, but only through 
an incremental system shall a true beast system emerge.

It has taken hundreds, even thousands, of years for us to reach this point. The individuals may 
have changed, but the systems have remained largely the same. The pharaohs of Egypt used military 
might to maintain control, the emperors of Rome used both force and entertainment to subdue the 
masses, and now, in the 20th and 21st centuries, we use 3 main strategies: force, distraction, and various 
tactics designed to destroy the minds and thinking abilities of those who we seek to enslave. Where as 
there may be many tactics in play here, the fact remains that thousands of years has resulted in just a 
handful of actual strategies.

As I mentioned a minute ago, I shall begin with the discussion of blatant and out-right force. 
This strategy is based on 2 main concepts: 1. The use of force to destroy or pillage, thereby gaining 
more power as the enemy loses it, and; 2. Using force as a means of striking fear into the minds of the 
opposition in hopes that it will discourage rebellion against authority on the part of the servants.

This strategy of sheer strength, though quite primitive, is honestly quite effective, as proven 
time and time again by tyrants throughout history. Unfortunately, advancements in technology have 
greatly complicated this once-simple game.

Before the advent of the internet, frequent access to limitless information was absolutely 
unheard of. The act of research typically came down to countless hours of reading books in the setting 
of a public or private library. Today, however, most books can be found online, downloaded to a 
personal computer, and then read at any time which the person chooses. Not only can books be easily 
accessed, but so can lectures, documentaries, websites, and just about any content one wishes to share 
with the world. This sudden burst in available information has certainly hindered the effectiveness of 
out-right force.

Even as recent as the days of Hitler and Stalin have dictators been able to blind the populations 
from even the most obvious of injustices. Entire families could be kidnapped from their homes and 



tortured for years on end, military secrets stayed secrets, nobody knew the names of the men pulling the 
strings or that there were strings being pulled at all, and at the end of the day men fell asleep 
completely ignorant to the fact that there was any sort of conspiracy designed to enslave them for the 
rest of their lives. Unfortunately, the situation today is far different from the days of old and it seems 
like every day results in another private secret turning into a public scandal. 

Today, it is easy to learn about military attacks on innocent civilians, about CIA drug smuggling, 
about corporate corruption and political cover-ups. From just one documentary I can learn about how 
industrial CEOs have “secret” meetings with the highest officials of every major nation, who exactly is 
involved, and what the plans are in regards to who gets to live and who gets killed. Political prisoners 
no longer vanish into oblivion, they end up on the internet where they become the motivation for 
countless rebels who otherwise would have never questioned the intents of their own governments. 
Indeed, where as in the past force could be used to quell descent, today the use of force simply leads to 
greater outrage. Force can still be used to cause out-right death and destruction, but the fear factor is no 
longer nearly as strong as it used to be because the threat has now been brought out from the darkness 
and into the light. Since the threat can now be seen and understood, fear of the unknown has turned into 
anger towards that which is known to be a fragile enemy. Indeed, the elite classes of the world are quite 
fragile, for true victory is a difficult and slow process, where as defeat can easily come about with 
barely a moment's notice.

In this rapidly-changing world, we need rapidly-changing solutions. Yet, when I look around, I 
see that we have barely changed at all since at least World War 2. Perhaps our technology has greatly 
evolved, but our strategies and tactics have not changed much at all over the last few decades.

Schools do not educate, but they do not indoctrinate. Wars are not lost, but they are not won. 
Depopulation methods are actively pursued, but the population keeps rising. Those in power are not yet 
overthrown, but they are quickly losing the support of both citizens and foreigners alike. We are in a 
state of flux between the old order and the next order, but if a consensus is not reached then there will 
not be a new order, only disorder.

Chaos may be a good method for creating wide-spread death and destruction, but it does not 
ensure lasting depopulation and certainly not a total control state. In fact, chaos will most likely result 
in no state at all and only promises the new leaders to be different from the old. Thus, chaos does not 
help the current rulers on bit as they shall no longer be rulers once the chaos is over. Indeed, chaos is 
not much of a real solution or strategy at all and the only use in it is if failure is already deemed to be 
the only probable outcome.

A far better plan that “order out of chaos” is surely “order through systematic strategy.” By 
building our order brick by brick, rather than by blowing up mountains  in hopes of a perfect pyramid 
resulting, we stand a much better chance of success than we would otherwise. I realize that this Fabian 
strategy has existed for quite some time, but the fact remains that fascism is the current strategy of 
choice.

I can not deny the fact that Germany was the most advanced society in the world at the time of 
its existence, but it fell apart regardless. While it is true that countless forces were responsible for this, 
it is also true that one of the main reasons was a growing blatancy of intentions and sloppiness of 
strategy. I see the same thing occurring in the world today, especially in regards to the United States.

If we wish to create a New World Order we must earn back the trust and support of not only 
United States citizens, but also of citizens around the world. If we attempt to expand our tyranny, 
without simultaneously expanding our territory, then the only result will be one or two super-powers 
with the rest of the world as an enemy. Even with all of our current resources, we could not possibly 
survive against a world which stands united in its desire to destroy us. No, if we truly want to see a 
New World Order achieved by this century, we must significantly alter our actions, and with no time to 
waste.

We have made it this far through the illusion of mental freedom, combined with the reality of 



physical freedom. If we hope to continue progressing towards our goals, then it would prove wise to 
continue along these lines. Arresting people for asinine reasons like selling raw milk or recording cops 
who film everybody else anyways is probably not the best way for us to win over the hearts and minds 
of the people. No, if we expect any chance of winning this war then we must learn to pick our battles 
with a lot more intelligence than we do currently.

Rome had it right when its rulers came up with the idea of bread and circus shows. What we 
must do is take that same concept and update it for the modern world. It is not enough to provide 
limited entertainment to limited amounts of people. What we must do is provide unlimited 
entertainment to all people, regardless of who they are. Currently, many people can not afford to buy 
hundreds of television stations, many more simply choose not to pay for extra channels that don't 
equate with extra entertainment. The result is that millions of people must find something better to do. 
While many people choose to just party, most people eventually grow out of this foolish lifestyle and 
find something better to do with their time.

Some people choose to devote more time towards working for money, some people turn to the 
arts, some people decide to play sports, but many people eventually end up focusing on building up 
their mental and/or physical health. These people inevitably end up finding truths of various kinds. It 
can be health truths, philosophical truths, personal truths, or any other kind of truths, but eventually the 
study of truth leads all men to political truths (especially in the age of the internet), and this is 
something which we simply can not allow to continue happening. All it takes is for the right man to 
find the right truth for him to actually do something with his knowledge. Maybe only a fraction of all 
people will actually develop a passion for politics, and of these people maybe only a few will decide 
they want to be actively involved in politics, and of this group maybe only a few people will be 
responsible for creating even a slight change, but one day one or more men will rise up through the 
political ranks and actually end up being responsible for a real revolution.

Now, it can be argued that this would not have happened if they had been killed off in the first 
place, but it is not exactly realistic for us to kill every future revolutionary while they are still children, 
especially when we go around killing hundreds of millions of people around the world. All that this 
does is increase the amount of people who wind up having revolutionary thoughts and revolutionary 
thoughts eventually lead to revolutionary actions. Most so-called “revolutionaries” will simply resort to 
foolish rebellion methods, but somewhere there will be true revolutionaries willing to give not just their 
lives, but their time as well for a cause they believe in. This is our greatest threat.

History, even modern history, has shown that any uneducated person living in poverty can pick 
up a gun and start shooting in the belief that they may actually create true peace, but it takes an 
educated man to see the big picture of what it will require for a peaceful revolution to actually be 
successful. However, the amount of time it takes to reach this level of education is absolutely huge and 
can only come about as a result of dedicated effort day after day. If dedication is not maintained, the 
education shall not be maintained. The question which must be asked though is what the causes are of 
this kind of massive and maintained level of dedication.

First of all, a person must realize that a problem exists. However, everybody sees problems, this 
does not cause anybody to dedicate their lives to trying to solve that problem. It is only when somebody 
determines a problem to be large enough that they decide they want to even put any effort towards 
trying to solve the problem. Still, a large problem will not be solved by a small effort, much less a 
massive problem. No, for a man to be extremely dedicated to a cause requires him to feel not only that 
an extreme problem exists, but also to feel that the problem is extremely urgent both for himself as well 
as others. Only then will a man be so dedicated to a cause that he actually devotes his entire life to it. 
This is our greatest threat is a man who is so dedicated to and passionate about a cause that becoming a 
revolutionary is the only thing he deems to be worth his time. This is a problem which we have most 
likely already caused to happen, so now our only hope is to remove the reasons that sparked these 
revolutionaries in the first place.



Obviously, we can not go around undoing everything we have done up to this point; that would 
undeniably undo all of our progress as well as our problems. However, we must drastically alter our 
current policies or else the problems we created will spin completely beyond our control.

If I am correct, which I do believe I am, then we are playing a global game of chess. The rules 
may technically be different, but the concept is still much the same: the player with the better strategies 
and tactics survives at the end.

The game is survival. It does not necessarily really matter where you are at in the middle of the 
game, or even near the end of the game, just so long as you come out on top by the time the game is 
over. What does this mean? It means that everything is irrelevant if the final result consists of us 
winning. If we tie, that is not winning. In regular chess, the game is over when the king can no longer 
move; in reality chess, the game is over when the enemy loses all powers of resistance. 

We do not need to kill everybody, just so long as we eliminate the most threatening pieces. If we 
can do that, then not only do we gain the statistical advantage, but the strategic advantage as well. How 
do we go about removing the most threatening pieces though?

The first thing we must do is identify the individual pieces as well as how much power they 
have from their current position. It is also important to figure out where the pieces could move to and 
what the situation would be then. In chess, the board game, the first part is quite simple and the second 
part quite difficult. In chess, the global game, the first part is quite difficult and the second part nearly 
impossible. We are dealing with far more pieces, on a far larger board, with far more options. Plus, 
much of the game is hidden from view or not in reality what we believe we see. Clearly only the most 
intelligent of players can even have a slight chance at winning through skill rather than luck.

At this point, I feel I should mention the fact that the game of business/economics and the game 
of globalism are two very different games and success in one does not ensure success in the other. 
Chess and checkers are related, but one is far more complex than the other. There may not be many 
truly great checkers players, but of those people only a handful can also become truly great chess 
players. The same concept applies to us. Let's assume we are playing a 2-on-2 game of chess. Each 
team ha a grandmaster, but one team gets stuck with a checkers player. Even though our team has an 
amazing player, the team itself gets dragged down by the checkers player who thinks that they can also 
do well at chess. In reality, the checkers player winds up making mistake after mistake, even though in 
his mind he believes his moves to be brilliant. The same concept once more applies to us. Our team 
may be filled with amazing checkers players, but maybe 10% of the team is also capable of winning a 
chess game. By allowing the less capable players to make moves, all they do is set us back and even 
risk the entire game for us. All it takes is one bad move on our part, one good move from the opponent, 
and we lose.

It is hard enough to win a chess game when all you need to do is worry about yourself and the 
enemy, if we also need to worry about our “allies” ruining the game for us then success becomes 
incredibly difficult, nearly impossible even. It is true that our main concern lies with the enemy, but 
uncontrollable allies are also a source of major complications. If we do not first deal with this threat 
then we will not be able to ever focus our full attention on the game due to the fact that half our 
attention also goes to trying to make sure our own team mates don't fuck us over. So how do we deal 
with this threat?

Our foolish allies are like a little brother or sister who wants nothing more than to play with the 
big kids. They will use every trick in the book to get us to agree to let them join in our games. It doesn't 
matter if they don't know how to play and always ruin things for the big kids, they still want to play. We 
can simply tell them “no” or force them to go do something else, but they always manage to find a way 
to cause trouble for us or get us otherwise distracted from the task we are currently engaged in. No, if 
we want to get rid of them without negative consequences then we need to use a bit of discretion and 
strategy to solve our little problem. When dealing with kids, it is usually enough to just give them a 
little something-something and that solves the problem right there, at least for a little while. But what 



do we do when they don't take what we offer them? We can use force, but like I said, that is only a 
temporary solution to a problem which ends up leaving us worse off than where we started. So what is 
a good solution? Well, we can use negotiation. It may cause us to lose something we would rather keep, 
but if it moves us ahead in the long run then it is usually worth it. So how do we apply this to our 
situation?

First of all, we need a solution which lasts as long as we need it to. We can't give people 
something one day and expect them to remember it the next. This would be ideal, but it does not work 
for kids and it does not work for adults. Luckily, the adults we are dealing with have some ability to 
look ahead at the future, even if they can't learn from the past. This means we can use rewards in the 
present combined with promises of the future to achieve a satisfactory agreement. But what do you give 
a man who desires nothing more than power and control? This is indeed a tricky question, and it only 
gets amplified by a generally tricky situation. To be honest, I have some ideas, but every person will 
want something different, so things should be handled on a case-by-case basis. That's all I have to say 
on this topic.

Ok, getting back to our main problem, what kind of strategies and tactics should we choose to 
use? We have 2 main strategies to pick from: sprinting towards a finish line we don't know the distance 
of, or gradually moving in the right direction knowing that sooner or later we will reach our goal. Some 
of the tactics involved in the first strategy include collapsing the economy, starting World War 3, 
declaring martial law, rounding up the general population, shutting down the internet, destroying 
infrastructure, or any other drastic action the consequences of which can not possibly be guessed at, 
much less known ahead of time. I will be the first to say that these tactics may progress us towards our 
goals, but they are just as likely to cause irreparable damage as they are to actually produce desirable 
results. Any of them are sure to damage the opponent, but on this half-illuminated board there is no way 
to tell if we are trading a rook for a pawn, a queen, or even nothing at all. Regardless of how you 
choose to look at it, as long as it is objectively, there is simply no way to predict the effects our actions 
will have. We know that damage will be caused, but we do not know how long the damage will last, 
what the exact extent of the damage will be, or even who will be on the receiving end of what damage. 
This strategy is simply too risky and unstable to even be called a real strategy at all.

If we want to ensure our eventual success then we would be better off choosing tactics which 
align with the strategy of intelligent, incremental, systematic acquisition of control. Let me say right 
now that we have two strategies which are fundamentally opposed to each other, much like attempting 
to control the center as well as the edge of the board, and there is simply no way to effectively combine 
both strategies. To attempt to do so will always result in contradictory actions which rob from each 
other, in addition to the fact that it would leave many openings for the opponent to exploit. We must 
always keep this in mind for it is an essential element in this, or any other, game of strategy.

Moving on to our other option, that of a systematic, as opposed to a hostile, take over. By 
slowly robbing power from our opponent, we ensure our eventual victory. The concept is really quite 
simple, but the application seems to be not nearly as obvious. So perhaps I can shine some light on 
things. 

We are all aware that we must gain control of the mind as well as the body. However, it would 
seem as though we are not all aware of what must be done to actually achieve this objective. It is true 
that damaging the mind reduces the ability of the person to think, but unless the ability to think is 
completely destroyed, obedience or resistance is not ensured. In fact, if the mind is completely 
destroyed then the person will be neither obedient nor resistant. They won't be a threat, but they won't 
be a slave either. I suppose it is definitely better than our current situation, but it is also definitely not 
the most desirable of situations either. We want a world of slaves, not a world of brain-dead bodies. We 
want to rob people of the intelligence needed to effectively resist, but we need to leave enough 
intelligence to make efficient slaves. This is a task which, admittedly, is impossible because people vary 
so much in regards to intelligence levels. But maybe our focus should not be first on destroying 



people's minds and abilities to think, but rather on winning over people's minds and thoughts.
Hitler managed to win the support of people even without physically poisoning them. He used 

his words and his actions to acquire followers and advance himself towards his objectives. If he could 
accomplish this feat at a time when the study of psychology was still in its infancy, then surely we can 
do the same thing, especially if we combine psychological knowledge with technological 
advancements.

Most people have little understanding of what it means to be truly happy and at peace. They 
believe that having the most possessions will make them happy, and even those who have many 
luxuries without happiness still believe that if they have more then they will be happy. Most people 
who live under poverty are especially prone to equating possessions with happiness and wealth.

A century ago, few people living in poverty saw how those living in luxury lived. Today, 
however, television and internet serve as a constant reminder that the “haves” have much more than the 
“have-nots” and the have-nots are understandably upset at this fact. After all, they barely earn enough 
to support themselves or their families even though they work twice as long for half the reward as those 
who make in a month what they make in a year. Obviously these people feel cheated and people will 
only let themselves be robbed for so long before they stand up for themselves. Most people won't be the 
first ones to make a move, but most people will also join other people if someone else is willing to start 
it. We see this happening all over the world today.

If we want to decrease dissent, then we must start to provide things to people living in poverty, 
especially when those things mainly hurt them and help us. For instance, a pizza costs about 15 dollars, 
and it takes the average person 2 hours to make that much money, so poor people don't consume as 
much toxic food as they otherwise would. Another example, paying thousands of dollars for cable 
television when watching TV is exactly what we want the lower classes to do with their time. When 
people get bored with TV, they find something else to do, and even Comcast with On-demand fails to 
deliver unlimited entertainment to every person (most of the people I know can only find a few shows 
out of the entire On-demand selection that they consider worth watching). One more example is cell 
phone service. We want every person to have a phone which we monitor 24/7, but if people can't afford 
or don't want to pay for a phone then we miss out on valuable opportunities. I could go on and on, but 
the point here is that we want to provide all people with a free technological bread & circus show that 
they are free to attend any time they so choose.

We must stop focusing on profits when the real goal should be robbing of their freedom, health, 
and power, even if we lose money in the process.

“I know of nothing more despicable and pathetic than a man who devotes all the hours of the waking 
day to the making of money for money's sake.” -John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

“The use of money is the only advantage there is in having money.” -Benjamin Franklin

We have a collection of billionaires and even trillionaires , but we choose to horde most of our money 
rather than invest it in the creation of an advanced system. If there was one great mistake for me to 
point at then this would be it, for many reasons.

First of all, we are in the final parts of our game and if ever there is a time to make the most of 
your available resources it is during the end game. Yet we have billionaires investing less than half their 
wealth into creating a desirable outcome. I read in some magazine a few years back that there was a 
group of billionaires (Warren Buffet was one, Bill Gates might have been another) who signed a deal 
saying that they would donate half of their wealth during their lifetime or upon their death, but even 
this constitutes a fraction of the sacrifices we should be making for a cause which we claim to truly 
believe in. I have no idea where most of us have our priorities at, but I can't believe that more than 5 - 
10% of people in the elite class are truly dedicated to creating a new world order because then more 



people would be focusing on building an advanced civilization rather than destroying every nation 
across the world because we should be uniting humanity in support of the new world order instead of 
uniting humanity against it. The way we are acting, it seems like we want random chaos more than we 
want systemic control. Say that you choose to live by “order out of chaos,” but the fact is that it is far 
easier to maintain control than it is to gain control from chaos.

Right now, we are all facing the risk of losing control. Maybe we have a basic military with 
advanced weaponry, but a true master of war wins without using any force. The way we are acting 
seems more like the way a desperate tyrant would act under the threat of being overthrown than the 
way a calm and collected master strategist would act under any circumstances. Seriously, the current 
situation is absolutely ridiculous.

We control all of the most valuable resources from across the world, but we are risking the loss 
of everything by not actually using the resources we have. The wise application of resources involves 
advancement, not destruction. War may be useful if used properly, but all the wars I see right now seem 
to do nothing more than waste resources and anger the people of nations not even being attacked. If we 
want to create a new world order, we must unite nations under one system, not create more division 
with every action.

Obviously, we do not want to create a truly equal world like those which communism claims to 
try to create, but we definitely need to blur the lines between the upper and lower classes of people 
among all nations. If we want to have a one-world system, then we should begin the process of uniting 
people under a single, strategically-decided, system which people of every nation willingly support 
rather than fight against.

Our first task is the elimination of physical slavery for people of all nations. Say what you will, 
but the fact is that the existence of slavery provides a fighting point not only for those living under 
slavery, but also for free people who actively support freedom for humanity. Not many people work to 
free people from mental slavery, but countless people dedicate their lives to the abolition of physical 
slavery. If the west were to have attacked foreign dictators directly then we could have been gaining 
war supporters instead of losing them.

We have starving people in Africa with massive muscles, yet we have obese people in America 
from over-eating. We do not need to deprive everyone of everything for us to be successful, we just 
need to provide people with so many unhealthy things that health becomes an impossibility, at least so 
far as statistics are concerned. If we truly wish to make this a reality, then we need to drastically change 
our strategies and tactics because we are only one war or one false flag operation away from losing all 
that we have worked so long to create.

To begin with, we must decide upon where we actually want to lead this world. I would 
personally like to see the incremental dismantling of the major cities of today and have them be 
replaced by super advanced mega-cities built not on top of the old cities, but built instead from the 
ground up in locations based on extensive strategy and without much consideration for where cities 
currently exist. If we create and fund these mega-cities then it will be relatively easy to regain the 
support of people across the world.

I would like to see every major nation on earth have at least a few mega-cities each, and have 
every city be connected by a series of digital and physical networks. Each city should utilize the most 
advanced technologies to achieve as much independence as possible. Every city should produce its own 
food, manufacture its own products, protect its own environment, use its own resources, educate its 
own citizens, improve its own infrastructure, and have its own military bases where soldiers can blur 
the lines between civilian and soldier life. If enough thought and support is put towards these cities then 
we can truly create advanced cities, and the networking of these cities can serve as a foundation for the 
merging of nations which must happen before a one-world government can exist.

Every city should be unique to the cultures and and desires of its native population, but each city 
should also handle its own necessities with as little reliance on the outside world as possible. People 



should also be able to travel as freely, if monitored, as they choose to between cities as this will help 
adapt people to other cultures and speed up the process of actually merging many cultures into a single, 
world, culture. People should be given as much freedom as possible in regards to where they live, 
where they work, how they spend their time and money, and any other decisions they believe to be of 
value to them.

We want to create advanced cities where people can buy almost anything they would like, but 
we want to create cities based on efficiency rather than waste. Currently, corporate stores sell huge 
amounts of items and most of them end up in a landfill or ocean somewhere. This is exactly what 
should be avoided in the designing of these cities. 

One of these cities should be able to hold the populations of at least 3 major cities of today. This 
means we must plan out the infrastructure before we begin building and not just go along and see how 
things work out. The details should be completely figured out before the first street gets built, and the 
entire city should be built to attract people to live there.

We want to create a city where people of all ages, and of every culture, can live together and 
improve the places they live in rather than destroying it. We should give the citizens as much freedom 
as possible, but any acts which directly damage infrastructure should be strictly made illegal. If people 
want to snort heroin all day while the TV plays in the background, fine, but violent activities should be 
prevented as much as possible, at least if they are directed at infrastructure.

These cities should be designed to last as long as they possibly can, and improvements should 
be considered even before the cities are built. Different areas of the city should be designated with 
different purposes, but where multiple areas relate to each other they should be built closer together. Of 
course, we should always leave room for expansion.

Our goal here is to attract as many people as possible in as small a space as possible. We are not 
trying to build new suburbs around new cities; we want to protect the surrounding environment as best 
we can. If people want to live in the suburbs then let them live in the suburbs that exist today, but as 
more people move to the cities, run-down homes should be torn down and the land returned to nature.

There currently exists many houses which have no real need to exist. There are many 
disadvantages to having run-down and oftentimes abandoned buildings all over the nation. If we want 
to create advanced civilizations, we should support the new and begin tearing down the old. Beginning 
the process with the most ruined and damaged buildings would seem like common sense. If we begin 
with individual pieces of infrastructure, then by the time we finish that we can start focusing on areas 
which are technically functional, but not really worth keeping or maintaining.

Remember, our theme is an advanced one-world civilization. Eventually, all out-dated 
infrastructure should be torn down and reused as much as possible, but we should not rush the process 
because people still living in those areas probably won't want to be forced out of their homes and 
communities. If people want to live in out-dated towns  and miss out on the benefits of living in the city 
then let them; as long as we design our cities well then there will be no shortage of people migrating to 
them. We can worry about tearing down abandoned buildings as they become available. We can even 
use the military as deconstruction workers so we gain the added benefit of creating an image of actually 
building nations instead of destroying them. We could even use U.N. troops for various world-building 
projects.

As it stands today, international organizations are quickly losing support from people all over 
the world. It is not hard to see why, considering that they show people failure after failure and never 
any real successes. Perhaps some of us are so arrogant as to actually believe that a new world order can 
be created not only without the support of the people, but even with the people directly attacking the 
system, but the fact is that our plans can not succeed with the entire world working to make sure they 
fail. If it were this simple then we would have created a new world order by now, but instead we are 
now left with a new problem in the form of a global mass awakening. If we want to regain the support 
of the people then we must first regain their trust.



We must develop a system which supports all people so that all people will also support the 
system. If we only support part of the population then only part of the population will support the new 
world order. The less people we have who support the new world order will also mean the more people 
we have working against the new world order. How many people we have supporting or fighting the 
new order will also determine the exact speed at which it develops. If the people believe we are helping 
them then they will likewise help us, but if we visibly kill them then they will take us down with them.

People judge if they are doing good or bad based on the things they hear, see, and feel. 
Currently, all 3 of these things revolve around pain. If we want to gain the support of people then we 
must replace their pain with pleasure and make sure they know that the system is what made it happen. 
If we can do this, as I know we can, then people all over the world will not only desire to be a part of 
the system, but even demand it.

If a global government is the goal, then it would seem to be logical that we begin the process by 
first merging together as many nations as possible in as many ways as possible. I realize this is, or at 
least was, the goal of various groups like the United Nations and European Union, but if these 
organization can not even agree upon the most basic of actions then they will never create true unity 
and other nations will see these organizations as failing and try to not get involved as much as they can. 
Then we inevitably turn to force as a method of control in spite of true strategy.

I have already stated this plenty of times, but if we only seek to destroy others then others will 
only seek to destroy us. If, however, we help others, then others will also help us. We should create 
international organizations which improve conditions of nations all over the world and thus we will 
gain support from people all over the world.

I am not sure if we should try to convert the many failing organizations of today in to successful 
organizations of tomorrow or if we should create whole new organizations and allow the old 
organizations to take their natural course until the reach failure, but if we do allow them to fall apart, as 
they most likely will anyways, then we must take every precaution to ensure that their destruction does 
not spread out and hurt the things we do not want destroyed. How this is to be accomplished must be 
planned out in great detail, but for now I will explore a few possibilities and considerations.

To begin with, the organization should be designed with the main intention being the 
advancement of all nations across the world. I would not advise the creation of  a new set of “peace-
keeping” troops who go where they are not asked for, but if we create an army of armed soldiers who 
focus more on construction/deconstruction work than combat work then I believe success will be likely 
in the long run. These soldiers will come from nations all over the world and work together on projects, 
but they will only go where they are wanted and use violence only in self-defense. Anyone can join, but 
only the strongest people will receive actual military training. There will be plenty of ways to become a 
supporter so all people easily have the option to do so.

As for funding, most of it will come from individual investors and businesses since not many 
tax payers want their money to go to international organizations. Money can go in a central fun and 
leaders will then decide how the money (and resources) get used. People can also designate exactly 
how they want their money to be spent and all funds can be tracked online in respect to incomes and 
expenditures. Donations can be donated with or without anonymity, and those who choose to be known 
can have their name and donations publicly posted on the organization's website. This will ensure that 
there is no shortage of supporters.

Perhaps I should discuss the website design a little bit because, from what I've seen, nobody in 
the government or corporations really knows how to design an attractive and efficient website. The 
priority should always be with the users and this means simplicity as a standard, but with many 
customization options so the users can make their experience as basic or complex as they desire it to be. 
This is going to be a global website, accessible to a global community. We must give great attention to 
how it is designed. We want to create a website with as much unity and individuality as that possessed 
by the organization which it represents. In truth, it could be designed as a world unto itself; a place 



where people from across the world can come together and live out their lives. The closest thing I have 
to relate this to is Facebook, but this would be more like Facebook 3.0, if anything.

It should be remembered that the main priority of this website is to act as a digital supporter of a 
physical organization, but the organization is extensive in it's operations and so too should this website 
be. This will be the most advanced organization in history and it should come with an equally advanced 
website, with the intention of uniting the digital and physical worlds to create a true beast system. We 
can use this system to educate and entertain people from all over the world and no other system will be 
able to exist unless it does so by living under this mega-system.

At this point, I hope you see exactly how advanced this system could be, but if we choose chaos 
over control then this system will never exist or survive. We can still create a new world order. We can 
still create a civilization more advanced than every empire in human history combined, but if we act in 
a way likely to send us back to the dark ages then all of our work over the last 300 years will all be 
wasted. We still have time to change our actions and create more desirable results, but if we destroy the 
current systems without having our new system already operational then chaos will ruin all chances for 
control. 

There are many aspects of the systems of today which can be carried over to the new system, 
but there are also many which should be slowly phased out.

The first item on my mental list is the media. The many forms of media today are quite useful 
tools, if we can manage to actually use them better than we have been. The 3 main forms of media, 
digital media, are television, music, and the internet. The first two are still relevant, but they can all be 
utilized best with computers instead of a TV set or a CD player. Actually, if we create computers with 
bigger screens and attach a portable data drive with a miniature screen and USB headphones then we 
could give most people a computer set with a small box to live in and they would be completely content 
with their life; especially since few people have every experienced what life can be.

People have learned to love television, but now that people have the internet they are learning to 
love the internet and hate TV because the internet simply has so much more to offer. People still love 
media entertainment, but the TV fails to provide entertaining material and the natural result is fewer 
people watching television. This is why a single clip on Youtube can generate more views than even the 
most-watched shows on TV. We need to use this fact to our advantage instead of trying to fight against 
natural technological advancements.

The internet is the way of the future. It can be used by anybody with a computer or cell phone. It 
can provide more education and entertainment than any other invention in history. It can be used for 
work, school, and play. It can be used to communicate with people around the world using text, sound, 
and even video. It can hold all media that currently exists and can be accessed in seconds. Indeed, the 
digital world is quickly becoming the world of the future and if we want to be kings of the physical 
world then we should pay very close attention to the digital world. 

Many people already spend more time on the internet than they do on anything else. It does not 
matter if you are young or old, rich or poor, the internet is a drug far harder to quit than any other. Just 
like any drug, the internet can also be used or abused and, once again like any other drug, people abuse 
it far more than thy use it. The internet can be our best friend or our worst enemy, depending on how 
well we can wield this double-edged weapon. Right now the internet is still in its infancy, much like 
comparing a sword to a tank. The internet is simply a weapon capable of being used in warfare, but 
what sets it apart is the fact that it is the most adaptable and customizable weapon ever made by man.

The internet has so many uses that it would take me many lifetimes to write down every one. It 
can be used to do everything from educate to entertain. It can connect us with family and friends or 
give us access to military systems of every kind. It can be used to buy and sell every product 
imaginable. Indeed, if we master the internet then we can become masters of physical and virtual 
reality. The question which must be asked though is: How do we use this technology to enslave 
humanity?



To be honest, I'm not sure. I know it can be done, even without completely controlling it, but it 
certainly is one of our more complex problems. However, if we can't get rid of content we don't like, 
then we must make our websites more popular than the enemy's. We don't even necessarily need to 
block all dangerous content from being uploaded to our websites, we just need to set up categories in 
such a way so that people who seek only to be entertained never find a single piece of educational 
content. If I start off looking at music videos on youtube, and I keep clicking on random videos then I 
may eventually find a video about political truth or conspiracy theories, and this is exactly what we 
want to avoid.

We want to make our websites the most popular ones on the entire internet. Corporate, 
government, entertaining, educational, whatever; if we can get the people to our websites and keep 
them coming back then we can control them. Currently, there are entertaining websites and there are 
corporate websites containing corporate information, and in a boring manner with that. Why? Lockheed 
Martin could provide users with extensive flight simulators and realistic war games. Automobile 
corporations could let users design and test drive their own cars or other vehicles. Record companies 
could let users make their own music using the latest technology and enter contests for a chance at a 
record deal. Hollywood movie studios could provide users with advanced film production software 
containing so many options that it would take years to figure out how to do everything it offers. Even 
the U.S military could create a website with simulation technology so advanced that no video game 
available today even compares. The possibilities are limitless if we use corporate money to create the 
most entertaining websites in existence. Right now, World of Warcraft stands as the example for what 
online video games are capable of, but it is about as modern as a Nintendo Entertainment System if we 
compare it to what we could create with corporate and military resources.

In addition to entertainment, we could also use websites to boost our productivity by using 
workers who are willing to provide their services for little or no cost. There are an infinite number of 
options here. We can pay people for filling out surveys, playing games, providing suggestions or ideas, 
watching “educational” movies followed by a quiz at the end, and much more. We can pay people with 
cash, but if we offer credits worth more than cash then we could have the added benefit of moving 
closer to a cashless society. We can even let people trade or exchange credits with each other and create 
a universal credit system among allied corporations. I'm sure we could also find an effective method for 
paying people's taxes if they spend enough time in our digital world. We literally have infinite options 
available o us from which we can choose from. If we go about this intelligently enough, we can create a 
self-perpetuating system which is capable of of advancing our agendas better than any system currently 
in use. 

Perhaps now is the right time to mention again that our goal is to create a super high-tech prison 
state. We do not necessarily need police on every corner, just so long as we are able to monitor the 
every action of every person at every time day or night. At the moment, we only partially observe part 
of the whole population and we have real control over maybe a handful of people at the most. This is 
obviously a problem, but the problem lies more in the fact that we lack information than how much 
control we do or do not possess. Control is our end goal, but it comes only after our system maintains 
power. 

Currently, the system is faced with the likely possibility of complete collapse. With collapse 
comes chaos and by definition chaos means complete loss of control. Maybe this will serve our 
depopulation agenda, but it will force us to gain control all over again. At best, we can theorize that our 
underground bases will be secure, but even this much is not guaranteed. 

The reason our military obeys evil and unconstitutional orders in emergency situations is 
because they still have a home to go back to, but if our soldiers realize that they have already lost 
everything then all threats instantly lose their powers. Some of us don't care about chaos because they 
believe that the military will be capable of quelling dissent, but if we rob too much from the people 
protecting us then they will leave us to fend for ourselves and we all know that we are absolutely 



unable to help ourselves when every person is a potential threat. This is why I keep saying that we must 
maintain order at any cost because if we do not pay to empower the system then we will pay with our 
lives to do nothing except to leave a legacy of wasted resources and wasted opportunities. We have 
come way too far for us to throw it all away now. 

We need to realize that the vast majority of people are prone to destroy themselves if the 
conditions are right. The better the conditions, the more people become self-destructive. We have 
created a culture based on insecurities, materialism, and partying, but we currently have a game based 
more on a standard of “pay-to-play” than “free-for-all.” Most people don't have access to the game 24/7 
and, as a result, many people quit playing altogether and find better ways to live their lives. This is why 
we should quit making it hard to live within the system because people have a tendency to quit when 
things get too hard. Right now, few people realize that it is easier in the long run to fight the system 
than it is to support it, but the situation is quickly reversing itself as people are realizing that they 
already have a gun to their heads.

There are always people willing to trade freedom for time, but there are also people who accept 
death and make the most of life. The first group has never really been a threat or even a potential threat, 
but the second group consists entirely of revolutionaries who are just waiting for opportunity to call 
them. What do you consider international collapse to be to men who cherish life and don't fear death? I 
call it the perfect opportunity to live life like a true revolutionary. If, however, we keep this illusion of 
prosperity alive, then we can make sure the risk of a mass awakening stays where it was at before we 
started collapsing our house of cards.

Maybe collapse should be my next topic of discussion. We have spent hundreds of years 
creating a system which was doomed to fail from the beginning. Honestly, there is no real inherit risk of 
collapse if we exclude our economic system, but the fact remains that economic conditions dictate the 
condition of a nation more than any other factor (assuming the nation is not a pure dictatorship). 
Considering my social status, I have no idea if the wars in recent years caused the massive debt levels, 
or if the desire for massive debt caused the wars. I would like to think that the debt was an expected 
consequence instead of a desired one, but I honestly don't know. Regardless, this is the reality of the 
situation and it must be dealt with appropriately. 

The reason we have protests beginning all over the world is because people see that prices of 
necessities are rising far beyond what they can afford. Most people don't care about politics, but few 
people don't care about prices. It is easy to lie about political issues, but it is hard to convince people 
that they are alright when they can't even pay the bills. We can create an illusion of prosperity or we can 
make financial prosperity a reality, but we better make sure that our lie does not collapse before our 
new system gains total control. 

We have come too far for foolishness and greed to ruin our plans beyond repair. I realize that 
most of us focus more on corporate competition than strategic cooperation, but if we continue this trend 
of stealing whatever we can then soon our foundations will become ruined beyond repair and we will 
collapse everything, including our risk-prevention systems. If we allow chaos to ensue then we will 
effectively have turned this game of strategy into one completely based on luck. Even war and martial 
law lose their strategic advantages if we can not even rely on our own military.

Look at the men and women who are currently enlisted in the (U.S.) military. They decided to 
join the military for a variety of reasons, and they maintain a variety of opinions for every topic 
imaginable. Also, their loyalty to government varies a lot as well. This is a huge problem for us because 
it means we have no idea who will do what when the orders are given under chaotic conditions. In the 
past, wars were unpredictable, but the unpredictability mainly involved opposing militaries. Now, 
however, we not only have to worry about what soldiers will do, but how citizens will react as well. 
Regardless of how we choose to see things, World War 3 will affect every nation on earth, and if the 
inevitable result is total chaos then that means we will have 7 billion people to worry about.

Say what you will, but there is no way we can possibly control 7 billion people if there is chaos 



everywhere. Even children attack tanks when they feel like they have nothing, so just think about what 
adults will become capable of if we show people that every nation on earth has lost control. We must 
not allow chaos at all because it will spread like a virus even faster than the Black Plague did.

Remember, our goal is control. Depopulation is vital, but control is absolutely essential. As it 
stands today, we have failed miserably when it comes to depopulation, and we are losing control with 
every passing day. These are our two main priorities and we can't even get this much right. Then, on top 
of it all, we have ourselves panicking and making completely illogical and irrational decisions. This is 
exactly what I meant when I said that you can't expect to win at chess if you allow checkers players to 
decide your moves. We chose to let them play, and now we have to make sacrifices that we otherwise 
would not have had to make, but if we don't fix things now then we will have to pay the ultimate price 
in the form of death for both ourselves and our systems. As I have said before, we still have time to 
change our actions and the direction we are heading in, but only by using creative solutions will we be 
able to solve our complex problems.

We are all aware that our problems are getting worse, but I'm not sure how many of us see the 
underlying issues. Our main concern should not be hoarding money, developing military technologies, 
lowering educational standards (which has little effect on anything), invading opposing nations, or 
poisoning populations (evidence based on historical analysis reveals that many people can stay or 
become healthy even after consuming mass amounts of “toxic” chemicals). If we want to create a new 
world order then we need to have the support of the people, but the people only support something 
when they believe in it.

We have spent so much time trying to simultaneously keep the new world order a secret, while 
also forcing people to accept it, that we have completely lost sight of what really matters. Revolutions 
and wars are won based on loyalty. You can have a flawed leader with a flawed plan, but if the 
followers stay loyal to the leader then success is almost guaranteed. Just look at Hitler. He wasn't the 
smartest man, and he didn't have the best plan, but he had the passionate support of his followers and 
that is why he got as far as he did. Hitler did not create success, his followers did it for him. Millions of 
people were willing to do whatever he said, but how many Americans are as dedicated to the United 
States government as the Germans were to Hitler and Nazi Germany? There lies your problem and your 
solutions.

You do not gain the loyalty or support of people by robbing them of every freedom and 
possession they have. Any idiot can figure out when someone is forcing or forbidding them to do 
something or own something. So even if chemicals always dumbed people down, which they don't, we 
would still be facing a huge mass of people who know when they are being robbed and who will 
eventually stand up for themselves. Maybe they won't always know who the exact enemy is, but they 
will rise up regardless and eventually they will deal a huge blow to the people causing them pain. We 
see this happening all around the world today and this is only the beginning.

We can still stop the rebellion before it grows unstoppable, but it is growing exponentially and 
violence will lead to a world of chaos instead of control. I do not know who would come out on top 
after the chaos subsides, but I know it won't be the people who were on top before the chaos began. Not 
only will the ruling individuals be different, but the system will be as well. The system will change 
these next few years regardless of what we do, but our decisions will determine whether we control the 
new system or not. We can either change the system now into one which is more efficient and effective, 
or we can desperately and foolishly hold on to a system which is both outdated and doomed for failure.

Regardless of what the actual decision is, I am going to assume that we agree that a new and 
improved system is necessary as the current system is rotting from the inside out and eventually the 
illusion of success will collapse as the rotting core become unable to support the illusion. So if a new 
system is inevitable, and if we want this new system to be under our control, then we must design a 
new system capable of being sustained as well as one which can be altered as the time becomes 
appropriate. 



The main priority of the new system should be to reduce the risk of rebellion as much as 
possible. As long as this can be accomplished, we will have no limits placed upon how much time we 
have and simple patience will eventually provide us with every result we desire. All we need to do is 
maintain general trust in the system and, if designed properly, the new system will take care of itself. 
The question though is how the new system should be designed.

First of all, entertainment should be at the core of our control methods. Entertainment has been 
proven to be useful all throughout history. The problem is that, over the last few decades, people's 
standards of entertainment have drastically gone up (especially since the year 2000). We still have 
people wasting time on low-quality entertainment, but people are quickly catching on to their own 
dissatisfaction. 

Everyone has their own definition of what they find to be entertaining. Some people are 
entertained by even the most boring of things, some people have only a handful of things they consider 
entertaining, and some people want to do nothing except party all day (but laws make this form of 
entertainment more difficult than it should be). If we want to decrease the risk of revolution then we 
must increase easy accessibility to entertainment.

Entertainment is almost always associated with vice. Sometimes the link is slightly concealed 
(like watching television), but sometimes it is quite obvious (like drinking and gambling). Then there 
are other forms of entertainment which have hardly even been utilized at all, like watching surveillance 
cameras or modifying (modding) video games. Regardless, we should never make federal laws that 
place even the slightest limits or restrictions on entertainment because the more difficulties involved in 
accessing any form of entertainment, the less people will make a habit out of it. 

Since there are not too many details worth discussing at the moment which pertain to 
entertainment, I would like to talk a bit about education. If all we had was a nation with entertainment 
and no education then it would eventually lead to systemic collapse because there would be no workers 
capable of advancing civilization.

To begin with, I would like to say that education and the acquisition of knowledge does not 
necessarily equate with an increased risk of revolution. It is not knowledge, but wisdom, which poses a 
threat. Someone can have an I.Q. Of 150, but if they lack the wisdom to form their own thoughts or to 
use their knowledge properly, then all the knowledge in the world does little actual good. Also, I know 
of many men who seem to be “well educated,” but who are so foolish that they can not even recognize 
what exists right before their eyes. So, clearly, our problem is not the spread of knowledge nearly as 
much as it is wisdom.

We currently live in a world filled with vice, but things can always be made worse. The main 
problem is that we advertise vice all over the media, but we threaten people with arrest when they 
follow the bad influences which exist all around us. Maybe this helps us to make some money, but it 
comes at the cost of power. Our best bet is a super-advanced 24/7 bread & circus show in the form of 
an entertainment nation. If we punish people for things which don't hurt us and might even help us then 
people will find something else to do, and apparently more and more people are finding that there is 
better stuff to do than live in vice.

We have 2 options. The first option is to give people every form of entertainment so everyone 
has constant access to their preferred poison. The second option is to make enjoyable entertainment 
hard to find or acquire and thus drive people to a pursuit of education over entertainment. Obviously, 
there are more than 2 options, but these are the 2 main options regarding the general topic at hand. The 
first option requires huge monetary sacrifices, but the second option is basically sacrificing our whole 
plan.

I have said this about the general population and I will say it with regards to the globalist, 
whichever side makes the greatest sacrifices in the beginning will have the least suffering in the end, 
but the side which chooses to hoard resources instead of use them will sacrifice everything they have 
and still wind up with only suffering in the end. It is a simple decision, but it is acting on any decision 



that will always prove to be the most difficult.
All people, whether actively or passively involved in this war, will experience much suffering 

before they die. The only question is who will live for something and who will die for nothing. 
Remember, those who give the greatest sacrifices will receive the greatest successes.

To conclude, I would like to say that globalism is a game of chess and strategy. Sometimes one 
person thinks they are winning when in reality they are losing. Sometimes minor victories are actually 
traps in disguise. Sometimes the entire field changes as a result of only a few decisions. Sometimes it is 
impossible to predict the consequences of our actions. Sometimes chess is unpredictable, but when it 
comes to strategy then things are usually the same. 

The one with the best strategy, and who can apply it the best, usually wins in the end. The one 
with the most information, the most accurate information, usually wins in the end. The one with the 
most mental intelligence and physical strength usually wins in the end. The one with the most capable 
leaders and followers usually wins in the end. The one with the most supporters and least enemies 
usually wins in the end. The one who stays calm under pressure usually wins in the end. The one who 
works the hardest and makes the most strategic sacrifices usually wins in the end. The one who uses the 
greatest strategies and tactics usually wins in the end.

“Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory. Tactics without strategy is the noise before 
defeat.” -Sun Tzu



Conspiracy in Theory (Notes)

Options brainstorm
1- War
2- Disease
3- Poverty
4- Vaccines 
5- Debt
6- Drugs
7- Sex
8- Entertainment
9- Propaganda
10- Art
11- Military
12- Police State
13- Spying
14- Labor Camps
15- Technology
16- Transportation
17- Immigration
18- Allied Nations
19- Class divisions
20- Environment
21- Crime & Punishment
22- Psychology
23- Politics/ Politicians
24- Corporations
25- World Governments

Notes
1- Create a country with international appeal
2- Allow easy immigration
3- Form active cooperation treaties with other nations
4- Share information and resources
5- Create advanced cities
6- Offer work to all citizens
7- Place no restrictions on voluntary child labor
8- Form corporate-government funded schools
9- Offer many options for citizens
10- Educate citizens from birth to death
11- Track learning of all citizens
12- Monitor health of all citizens
13- Offer free medical screenings to all citizens
14- Offer many tax-break opportunities



15- Allow citizen access to corporate-government bank
16- Create citizen card with many optional benefits
17- Create international citizen cards for allied countries
18- Create cooperative international military bases
19- Offer non-committal military training to all citizens of any age
20- Create an international peacemaking force for all citizens
21- Eliminate wasteful programs
22- Make environment a top priority
23- Create personal and corporate pollution tax
24- Customize tax rates based on lifestyle
25- Taxes directly linked to citizen card
26- Offer basic and advanced citizen cards
27- Citizen cards are freely provided to all citizens
28- Cards can be used for financial and legal exchanges
29- Portable card readers available for purchase by any citizen
30- Super advanced fraud security technology
31- Phase in citizen cards, start by making them free & optional
32- All citizen card features are optional and customizable
33- Citizen card acts as fast pass for many places
34- Create citizen cards with city life in mind
35- Offer legal incentives for card users
36- Offer multiple punishment options for guilty criminals
37- Offer multiple treatment options for mentally ill
38- Create suicide-assistance programs for all citizens
39- Free mental health services for all citizens
40- Frequent “positive propaganda” campaigns

General Brainstorm
1- Huge TV show and movie selection (for free)
2- Cell phones to replace computers (connect phones with TVs)
3- Advanced transportation with advanced security
4- Online based schooling
5- Increased and improved project housing systems
6- Universal citizen card
7- Withdrawal from international warfare
8- Advanced video gaming
9- “All-you-can-buy” supermarkets 
10- Public and widespread citizen spying programs
11- Human-robotic integration
12- Firearms trade-in programs
13- High-tech automobiles (standard)
14- Free abortion clinics
15- Free euthanasia clinics
16- Legalized and regulated cannabis
17- Crackdown on hard drugs
18- Prison inmate environmental cleanup programs
19- Single federal tax
20- Extremely low unemployment



21- Widespread online “jobs”
22- National migration towards “super cities”
23- Introduction of several new currencies
24- Steady removal of U.S. Dollar
25- Federally-operated trading houses in major locations
26- Totally revamped police & military operating policies
27- Federally-operated animal control facilities
28- High-density housing
29- Euro-American collaboration across the board
30- Gain more control before war
31- Cameras on all entertainment technology
32- Discounts on many products
33- Free advanced internet access for all citizens

Citizen Card Brainstorm
1- Free to all citizens of allied nations
2- Functions as identification & security
3- Stores legal and medical histories
4- Stores all license & permit records
5- Provides simple financial solutions
6- With card reader, can be used for citizen-to-citizen contracts
7- Money available on card equal to savings with “United Bank”
8- “United Bank” does no money lending to maintain citizen trust
9- Earn reward points with card use
10- Create civilian, military, and official cards
11- Provides convenience at security checkpoints
12- Can be used at all educational facilities
13- Can be used for gambling purposes
14- Extreme enforcement to prevent card fraud & theft
15- Can be linked to cell phones, computers, and internet
16- Create optional GPS tracking viewable to authorized citizens
17- Create massive social network based on card features
18- Make card ownership mandatory for violent criminals
19- Card offers many tax incentives
20- Must be a citizen to vote for national/ international elections
21- Business owners must be card holders
22- Cards offer quick & easy background checks for employers
23- Cards mandatory for homeless shelter access
24- Cards mandatory for advanced internet access
25- Cards can easily be ordered online and picked up at local facilities

Super-Cities Brainstorm
1- All cities linked by advanced trains & systems
2- Low-profile security check points
3- Compact, high density apartments
4- Built with citizen cards in mind
5- Built beautifully to attract many citizens
6- Location of many corporate headquarters



7- Security cameras on every street and in every store
8- Centralized shopping centers
9- Advanced transportation
10- Extensive bike paths in and out of buildings
11- Military bases in and around every city (for investment security)
12- Free housing for all government employees
13- Advanced energy systems
14- Advanced prison networks
15- Drugs legal only in “red zones”
16- Advanced “gladiator stadiums” in all cities (doubles as dueling arenas)
17- No firearm bans, but all owners must register every weapon item

Education Brainstorm
1- Establish advanced educational facilities in all major cities
2- Federally funded (with citizen & corporate donations accepted)
3- Schools used for experimental education methods
4- All student's work & progress digitally monitored
5- Most work done on computers
6- Free and/or reduced tuition for citizen card owners
7- Base tuition on how students spend their time
8- Remove truancy laws for all ages
9- Gave nation-wide educational policies
10- Teach students to see themselves as part of the world rather than a nation
11- Remove nationalistic lesson plans
12- Promote massive foreign exchange programs
13- Teach students to be independent from from parents
14- Teach that all allied nations are good and all others bad
15- Make P.E participation optional, free time/recess for those who don't want to participate
16- Promote corporate food
17- Promote environmental projects at all grade levels
18- Have I.D card readers at school entrances to track attendance
19- Create central education website, block all other websites in schools
20- Base most classes on websites rather than teachers
21- Allow students to use personal laptops or school computers
22- Don't punish students for wasting time on laptops
23- Allow students to stay home & access website from there/anywhere
24- Replace live & local teachers with federally-funded video chat teachers
25- Promote government legitimacy

Military Brainstorm
1- Provide military education to citizens of any age
2- Sort soldiers by A, B, C rank, based on capabilities
3- Unite all branches into a single, national, military
4- Advertise international military cooperation
5- Decrease wars to increase legitimacy
6- Share intelligence with all allied nations
7- Base soldier salaries on contributions & dedication
8- Eliminate all wasteful programs & policies



9- Ensure citizens trust their military
10- Use military to secure super-cities
11- Promote integration of all allied nation's militaries
12- Advertise easy & anonymous citizen information tip website
13- Associate military with safety & security rather than war
14- Create many military smart-phone applications
15- Create a “military mentality” among all allied nations
16- Promote military through all modes of media
17- Hold regular promotional events
18- All soldiers get a single card to replace all other cards
19- Tax cuts for all soldiers
20- Free housing for whole family
21- Replace set schedules with random testing; soldiers train themselves
22- Use soldiers for infrastructure construction/deconstruction
23- Use armed soldiers for peaceful international operation (disassociate soldiers with violence)
24- Use soldiers to protect important locations
25- Merge military with police departments

Tax System Brainstorm
1- Base tax rates on lifestyle choices
2- Make all tax information available on single website
3- Make tax forms simple and available in digital format
4- Eliminate hard-to-defend taxes
5- Replace income tax with environmental tax
6- Provide many tax-break opportunities
7- Create optional taxes where citizens choose which programs to support
8- Relocate war funds to super-city funds
9- Lower taxes for government employees/volunteers
10- Place no tax on advanced internet
11- Make taxes payable by internet/phone

Advanced Internet Brainstorm
1- Funded by all allied nations
2- Designed to replace internet, TV, and radio
3- Citizen card required when logging on
4- Super fast connection speeds
5- Each citizen card allows the creation of 1 umbrella website
6- Each umbrella website allows unlimited website pages
7- No data limits for any websites
8- All web operations saved to security agency computers
9- Sort websites by citizen, corporate, charity, and government
10- Design with attractiveness/customization in mind
11- Provide umbrella site name/number on a first-come, first-serve basis
12- Provide corporate sites to funding leaders
13- Advertise reasons to switch to advanced internet
14- available on newer smart phones
15- Central e-mail server with no data limits
16- Free access to unlimited cloud storage



17- Access to all public video cameras
18- Access to local, state, and federal political debates
19- Allow voting over internet and through phones
20- Advanced parental controls
21- Corporate websites that pay users for various things

Depopulation Methods Brainstorm
1- War
2- Sterility-causing chemicals
3- Free birth control/ contraceptives
4- Genetically-modified & pesticide foods
5- Prescription pills
6- Limited-child policy
7- High violent crime rates
8- “Natural” disasters
9- Controlled riots
10- Food/water shortages
11- Mega-virus/-bacteria/-etc
12- Medical repression
13- Vaccination
14- Electronic emissions
15- Tax breaks (especially educational taxes) for people without children

Objectives Brainstorm
1- Firearms control
2- Food control
3- Energy control
4- High military enlistment
5- RFID chips in products/people
6- Vice over virtue
7- Efficient wasteful spending
8- Highly supported officials
9- “Me first” mentality
10- Communist mentality
11- General citizen cards
12- Elimination of cash
13- Widespread spy network
14- Fear mentality
15- Total tracking
16- Centralized education
17- Family breakdown
18- Environmental restoration
19- New internet
20- Technological slavery
21- Nuclear proliferation
22- World government
23- Space colonization
24- Extinction of weak & stupid



25- Massive depopulation

Analysis Considerations Brainstorm
1- Depopulation methods
2- Objectives/deciding objectives
3- Priorities
4- Strategies & tactics
5- War
6- Economics
7- Politics
8- Media: TV, radio, music, movies, etc
9- Internet
10- Education
11- Conflicting actions
12- Dividing families & communities
13- Military operations & procedures
14- Alternative energy solutions
15- Remote prison locations
16- Efficient centralized prison system
17- Propaganda methods & objectives
18- Trade restrictions & reward system
19- Transportation tracking
20- Poor rebels vs. rich slaves
21- Distraction promotion
22- Time wasters
23- World government operations
24- Federal community organizations
25- Technologically-advanced cities

Implementing a Cashless Society
1- Show failures of physical money
2- Use many methods to acquire gold, silver, etc
3- Provide incentives through government & corporations
4- Increase situations where cell phones can be used to pay & exchange property
5- Create advanced transportation systems
6- Require citizen cards for entry into certain events
7- Promote cards for free, without forced acceptance
8- Create unbiased mega-campaign in support of cards
9- Turn cash cards into a popularity contest
10- Ensure identity protection & best security features
11- Ensure theft protection & reimbursement (quickly) if stolen
 



Conclusion: Your life is whatever you make it.


